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ABSTRACT
Photo-responsive materials belong among novel, fast-developing intelligent
materials of modern era. They seem to be promising smart systems in many
current and future technologies i.e. in medicine, mechanical and construction
engineering, energy harvesting, sensors etc. Very encouraging group of these
materials is represented by photo-actuating (PA), shape-memory systems. Their
main feature known as photo-actuation is capability to rapidly and reversibly
change their shape after external light exposure.
However, there are several limitations reducing their real-life utilization.
Generally known PA systems, mainly solid materials, suffer from not very
significant dimension change that is usually in order of 0.001% of original shape.
Hence, the main aim of this work is focused on composite systems, in which the
combined PA effect of matrix and filler is frequently synergic, but those systems
also possess many drawbacks that need to be solved, i.e. low compatibility of filler
to the matrix related poor dispersibility in such system, resulting to the low
thermal conductivity and finally poor mechanical properties as well as PA
capabilities. The mentioned drawbacks can be reduced by modifying the filler
with compact polymer layer possessing such surface properties those can
significantly enhance particle/matrix compatibility and thus contribute to
considerably improve overall properties.

ABSTRAKT
Fotocitlivé materiály patří mezi nové, rychle se rozvíjející inteligentní
materiály moderní doby. Ukazují se být slibnými inteligentními systémy, které
lze využít v mnoha současných a budoucích technologiích v oblastech jako jsou
medicína, strojírenství, stavebnictví, získávání energie, senzorech a dalších.
Velmi nadějnou skupinou těchto materiálů jsou foto-aktuující systémy s tvarovou
pamětí. Jejich hlavní funkcí známou pod pojmem foto-aktuace, je schopnost
rychle a reverzibilně měnit svůj tvar po vystavení se vnějšímu světelnému
stimulu.
Jejich reálné využití v praxi se potýká s několika omezeními. Obecně známe
foto-aktuující systémy, zejména pak pevné materiály, nevykazují významnou
změnu jejich rozměru, ta se obvykle pohybuje řádově 0.001% původní velikosti.
Proto je hlavní cíl této práce zaměřen na kompozitní systémy, kde kombinace
matrice i plniva, které mají schopnost foto-aktuace, má synergický efekt.
Nicméně, tyto systémy mají řadu nevýhod, které je třeba vyřešit. Nízká
kompatibilita plniva s matricí způsobuje nedostatečnou disperzi částic
v takovémto systému, což vede k nízké tepelné vodivosti a finálně ke špatným
mechanickým vlastnostem, stejně tak k nedostatečných foto-aktuačním
schopnostem. Zmíněné nevýhody mohou být eliminovány modifikací plniva
kompaktní polymerní vrstvou, která má takové povrchové vlastnosti, které mohou
významně zvýšit kompatibilitu plniva s matricí, a tak přispět k podstatnému
zlepšení celkových vlastností.
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THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

1.1 Introduction
The intelligent materials have its place in increasingly evolving areas of
material science and engineering. The external stimulus-responsive materials are
of attention for many scientific researchers, due to their capability of reversibly
change their dimension upon the application of an outside stimulus i.e. electric [1]
and magnetic [2] field, temperature [3], pH [4], light (UV, VIS), etc. [5]
Actuators provide the driving force and motion for a variety of natural and
manmade requirements. Naturally, occurring actuators include the muscles of
animals and plants, and manufactured actuators include hydraulics [6],
pneumatics [7] and solenoids [8]. Other fabricated actuators, such as piezoelectric
[9], shape memory alloy [10] and magnetostrictive [11] devices, are based on
shape-changing materials; these are used increasingly in novel applications.
Actuators offer a wide variety of performance and operate in many different
ways.[12]
Light-induced actuators are attractive to scientists since they propose an
effective means to couple light energy into the actuator configurations, and bring
advantages of basic systems with wireless functionality, remote control, green
energy, and high-level integration [13, 14]. The effect of the Photo-induced
Optical Anisotropy (POA) is a phenomenon that was observed in many molecular
systems such as solutions [15], polycrystalline films [16], polymer films [17] and
Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) films [18, 19]. The photomechanical actuators (also
known as photo-actuators) are a class of smart materials that can alter their
dimensions or undergo mechanical motion when exposed to photons (light
emission) [20]. Absorption of the energy from photons leads to a contract or a
generation of a certain mechanical motion of polymeric chains, which is called
photo-actuation. [21-23]
Graham Bell firstly used a concept of so-called photo-actuation in 1881. He
used the opto-acustic effect to make sound in a gas with chopped beam of sun
light that has been used to study the absorption of light by materials throughout
the next 100 years. [24] An optically operated fluidic actuator was presented in
1980 [25]. In 1983, the optical heating of closed gas filled volume was used to
change a flexible diaphragm in a flapper nozzle device [26]. In 1990, the first
direct optical to mechanical actuation was achieved by optically modifying the
viscosity of a fluid[27]. The rapid development in materials research in the early
1990’s led to the expansion of range of photomechanical actuators based on direct
and indirect optical to mechanical energy conversion [26].
This thesis aims to develop such photo-actuator in form of composite, which
combines photo-actuation properties of matrix and filler to produce such shapechange material that will rapidly exceed dimension change of individual
components.
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1.2 Mechanisms of photo-actuation
Materials that can reversibly change their physical properties upon application
of external stimuli are used as actuators for robotics, optical switches, optical
displays, prosthetic devices, micro pumps, computer accessories, automotive
sensors, and interplanetary space missions. The best-known materials used today
for actuation are piezo-electrics, ferro-electrics, shape-memory alloys, electrorestrictive materials and conducting polymers. However, the maximum allowable
operation temperature, the need for high voltages, and the limitations on the work
density per cycle restrict applications of these materials [26]. The phenomenon of
photo-induced strain has been previously observed in lead zirconate titanate
(PLZT) ceramics [28], polymers [5], nematic elastomers [29], polarizable liquids
[30] and chalcogenide glasses [31].
1.2.1

Polymers

The most common principle of photo-actuation of chemically cross-linked
elastomers and/or TPEs is based on the presence of soft segments responsible for
shape changes under illumination, and hard segments responsible for returning
the material to its stage before illumination. Thus, the pre-strained material
containing some light absorbers absorbs the energy from the light and converts it
to heat that is conducted through the material [32]. The heat causes that the prestrained polymer chains in the soft segments shrink, i.e., contract to form coil, and
that results in shape changes of the material [33], as can be seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Photo-actuation of polymers [34].

1.2.2

Nematics elastomers

Photo-anisotropic materials are widely investigated for optical storage and
processing applications. The most promising of them seem to be azo-dye-polymer
systems because of the large value of the photo-induced birefringence in them
8

[35]. Photo-actuation in azobenzene polymers are caused due to the optical
switching of the polymeric material from cis (contraction) to trans (expansion)
isomeric states of the polymeric material. Actuation occurs in the UV region
between 260–300 nm wavelengths. [36, 37] Liquid-crystalline polymers (LCPs)
are one of the representative actuating materials. When liquid-crystalline
monomers are polymerized in the nematic phase, they form liquid-crystalline
polymer networks with aligned molecular structures. Incorporating azobenzene
into an LCP system yields an azobenzene-functionalized liquid-crystalline
densely cross-linked polymer (azo-LCP) system, which can convert UV or bluelight irradiation into mechanical deformations [38].

Figure 2. Photo-actuation of nematic elastomers [39].

1.2.3

Ceramics

Photo-actuation in PLZT ceramics is triggered by the superposition of
photovoltaic effects, and the converse piezoelectric effect. It arises only in
resources which are non-centro symmetric (typically piezo and ferro-electric).
The large photo-voltage that is produced, reasons to the expansion or contraction
of the frame in the way of unprompted polarization of the material and is reliant
on impurity doping and crystal asymmetry. Such effects have practical application
in creation micro-mechanisms, photo-relays and wireless actuators. The change
in dimension reached by the PLZT materials does not exceed ~0,1% and is
comparable to piezoceramics [23].
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Figure 3. Photo-actuation of ceramics [40].

1.2.4

Chalcogenide glasses

More recently, chalcogenide glasses have been observed to directly convert
light into mechanical energy. The investigations showed that upon irradiation
with polarized light, thin film of chalcogenide glasses exhibit reversible nanocontraction parallel to the direction of the electric vector of the polarized light and
nano-dilation along the axis orthogonal to the electric vector of the light. This new
actuator technology shows promise of using polarized light for actuation that is
scalable using massively parallel manufacturing techniques. However, the
kinetics for contraction and relaxation are in the range of 1 min to 2 min making
this actuation slow and the strains achieved are small (<0.001%). The range of
actuation is also within nanometers, which have to be extended to micro and
millimeters for more practical applications in MEMS and macro-scale actuation
technologies. [26, 41-51]
1.2.5

Composites

Previously mentioned materials have different ability to change their shape
after using light stimuli on them. The enhancement of their performance requires
to increase their rubbery modulus and to minimize strain-recovery after
deformation while maintaining processability, durability, deformability and to
perform many cycles by means of repeatability [52]. In addition, there is an
increased activity in integrating those materials with nanotechnology to prepare
new materials for the realistic applications. Composites filled with neat particles
and/or modified particles develop the photo-actuation phenomenon and may
provide additional impact on the mechanical properties of the final composite
system, which considerably influence the final photo-actuation performance.

1.3 Composition of Photo-actuating systems
Generally, the actuating materials can be pure polymers or polymer composites,
but they need to have the energy absorber that serves as a trigger to actuation.
10

That is why usual photo-actuator is consisting of two main phases. Usually filler,
which is kind of energy absorber that is dispersed in elastomeric matrix. Various
elastomers were investigated for their photo-actuation behavior, including liquid
crystalline elastomers [53], poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) [54], different
thermoplastic elastomers based on polyurethane [55], poly(ethylene-co-vinyl
acetate) (EVA) [56], polystyrene-block-polyisoprene-block-polystyrene (SIS)
[57], and acrylic-based block copolymers, as well as hydrophilic copolymers such
as NAFION [58] or hydrogels based on copolymers of acrylic acid and Nisopropyl acrylamide [33].
1.3.1
1.3.1.1

Matrix
Chemically cross-linked elastomers

Chemically cross-linked elastomers have the characteristics of rubber in terms
of their flexibility and elasticity. The long, randomly coiled, loosely cross-linked
materials can be stretched easily and they return to their original shapes when the
force or stress is removed [59]. Most commonly used materials are liquid crystals
and PDMS, because they provide good actuation behavior [60]. Because of the
structure of LCs, by integration of the light-triggered materials to the LCs, the
alignment can be controlled over large parts, and hence the materials can be
effectively applied in photonic applications such as photo-actuation [33].

Figure 4. Chemical cross-linking of poly(dimethyl siloxane) [61].

1.3.1.2

Physically cross-linked elastomers

Physically cross-linked structure have several benefits in contrast with
chemically cross-linked elastomers. The repeatable processing by large-scale
techniques and potentiality of tuning mechanical properties are their main
advantages. They are also cheap in comparison to LCs and PDMS. They are very
11

promising in terms of large-scale industrial use. Psychical cross-linking can be
acquired by absorption of chains onto the surface of finely dispersed fillers,
formation of small crystallites, coalescene of ionic centers and coalescene of
glassy blocks [62]. Such obtained materials are part of group of polymers, called
thermoplastic elastomers (TPE). Most TPE are phase separated systems. One
phase is usually hard and solid at laboratory temperature and other is an elastomer
[63]. TPEs can be divided into seven currently known groups: Styrenic block
copolymers [64], crystalline multiblock copolymers [65], miscellaneous block
copolymers, combinations of hard polymer/elastomer [62], hard
polymer/elastomer graft copolymers, ionomers [66] and polymers with core-shell
morphologies [67].

Figure 5. Physical cross-linking of thermoplastic elastomer [68].

1.3.2
1.3.2.1

Fillers
Organic fillers

As an organic filler, the azobenzene moieties in the main chains polymer films
are used. Visible light facilitated the photo-isomerization of azobenzene moieties
with directly modified cores or added substituents in LCPs [69]. Triplet-triplet
annihilation-based up conversion luminescence materials were used to convert
red light at 635 nm into short wavelength light, indirectly stimulating the prepared
cross-linked LCPs containing azotolane [70].
1.3.2.2

Carbon-based fillers

Carbon nanotubes (CNT) based composites provide remarkable mechanical
properties with very high elastic modulus and electrical conductivity [71]. CNTs
can serve as photo-actuators due to the electrostatic interaction between the CNT
bundles caused by light-induced thermoelectric (or photovoltaic) effects [72].
However, such photo-actuators are limited by the small mechanical deformations
[73]. Carbon nanofibers have the potential to be used in nano-electronic devices,
such as in artificial muscles, as well as in electrochemical energy storage matrices.
Carbon-based nanoparticles like GO show the enhanced thermal conductivity and
storage modulus, while the glass transition temperature is slightly decreased [74].
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In practical applications, the conductive PA systems may be used as strain sensors
based on the relation between electrical conductivity and strain.

1.4 Crucial parameters of photo-actuating systems
From information mentioned above, the crucial parameters are depending on
used matrix and filler. Size, shape and dispersion are limits of filler, which affect
final PA performance. In case of the size, fillers can be nano or micro sized.
Advantages of nanoparticles are their high aspect ratio, large surface area;
superior mechanical and thermal properties [75] on the other hand micro particles
dimension shape-change is higher, due to the generally better and more
homogenous dispergation in polymer matrix in comparison to nanoscale filler
those form aggregates in there is not performed surface modification. In this
consequence, the thermal energy redistribution in the sample is a crucial factor
for the final photo-actuation and is better for the systems with homogenous filler
distribution than for system with local inhomogenities formed by aggregates. In
the case of matrix, the most crucial parameter is flexibility. The more flexible
system is, the higher the PA performance can be achieved.

1.5 General characterization of materials
1.5.1

Dynamic mechanical behavior

The most precise tool for the photo-actuation investigation is dynamic
mechanical analysis (DMA) in iso-strain tensile mode. Dynamic mechanical
properties are ones of the most crucial factors inﬂuencing the applicability of
materials as photo-actuation systems. Reversible contraction/elongation of the
sample by light stimulation is a rather dynamic process and, therefore,
investigation upon dynamic conditions is very important. Obtained data allow the
calculation of the complex modulus in Equation (1) (knowing storage and loss
moduli), damping or tan delta, δ, as well as viscosity data. The dynamic
mechanical properties of a polymer are described in terms of a complex dynamic
modulus [71]:
𝐸 = 𝐸 + 𝑖𝐸′′

(1)

where E′ is the storage modulus and is a measure of the recoverable strain
energy; when deformation is small, it is approximately equal to the Young’s
modulus. E″ means the loss modulus and is related to the energy dissipation.
DMA allows the rapid scanning of the viscoelastic moduli of composites as a
function of temperature or frequency [71]. In addition, DMA is very sensitive to
the motion of polymer chains and, therefore, they are powerful tools for
measuring the glass transitions in polymer matrix. Moreover, the proper
incorporation of the filler to polymer matrix can be estimated using Arrhenius
equation (2) a can be quantified using calculation of pseudo-activation energy E a.
𝑙𝑛𝑓 = 𝑙𝑛𝑓 −
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(2)

Where f is the tested frequency, f0 is the constant characteristic of material, Tg
is the glass transition temperature and R is the universal gas constant.

Figure 6. Temperature dependence of a) elastic modulus and b) tan δ of composite [57].

1.5.2

Dielectric properties

Dielectric properties are very often used as tools for investigation of polymer
chain dynamics.
Investigation of dielectric properties is very important due to the fact that with
the help of measurement in a broad temperature range and frequency-dependent
permittivity it is possible to calculate Ea of the glass transition and Tg, which
provides information about the polymer chain ﬂexibility in the presence of
particles. The ﬂexibility of the polymer matrix is given by two factors, the
mobility of the main chain characterized by an α relaxation, corresponding to T g,
and the side chains mobility characterized by α’ relaxation, indicating how the
entanglements of the side chains got stiff. Therefore, both relaxations are
investigated using the Arhenius equation (3) [76].
(3)

𝜏=𝜏

where τ is relaxation time, τ0 is pre-exponential factor, Ea is activation energy,
k is Boltzmann constant, T is temperature [77].
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Figure 7. 3D plots of the dielectric properties of the neatPDMS matrix (a), and PDMS
matrix ﬁlled with GO [76].

In order to appropriately study the polymer chains dynamics, the loss
permittivity desired to be recalculated to the loss modulus. This recalculation is
achieved according to equation (4, 5, 6).
𝑀∗ =

∗

(4)

𝑀 =

(5)

𝑀 =

(6)

where ε* is the complex permittivity, ε’ and ε” are relative permittivity and loss
permittivity, respectively. M*, M’ and M” are complex, storage, and loss
dielectric moduli, respectively.
Then the activation energies are calculated to show flexibility of the matrix, the
lower activation energy system possess, the lower energy is needed for its
actuation.
1.5.3

Viscoelastic properties

Due to their exceptional conformation, the PA systems show complicated flow
characteristics, which are essential to be determined in order to evaluate their
suitability in practical application. To evaluate suitable compatibility of the matrix
and filler the rotational rheology mainly in case of TPEs is used [78]. From the
position of the crossover point is able to determine whether the filler was properly
15

mixed into matrix and the particles are well-dispersed through the composite [79].
The viscoelastic properties of the matrix and nanocomposite are investigated in
oscillatory shear mode. The values of G′ and G″ shows the interactions between
the matrix polymer chains and the filler as is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Frequency dependence of storage (G′) and loss modulus (G″) [79].

1.5.4

Thermal conductivity

Some sorts of electrically conductive fillers may be combined with polymer
matrixes to design conductive composites. In order to evaluate thermal activity
performance, many investigators have used several methods to determine the
thermal conductivity [71]. Generally, the mechanical energy output of shapememory actuators is determined by the relationship between recoverable stress
and strain (shape deformation) [80]. Thus, mechanical properties (Young’s
modulus) and the capability for heat transfer absorbed by light are important for
light-induced stress recovery. The reinforcement and enhanced thermal
conductivity of nanocomposites are shown in Figure 9. Through the welldispersed filler in the composite, one can observe synergic effect in shape-change
enhanced by thermal conductivity.
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Figure 9. Thermal conductivity (a), the recovery time (b), and Young’s modulus of
composites (c). [80].

1.6 Methods for determination of photo-actuation behavior
Due to unusual composition of photo-actuating systems a numerous different
approaches where settled to investigate photo-actuating ability. The properties of
these systems are typically evaluated in absence or presence of the stimulus,
usually light in off or on-state.
1.6.1

Dynamometer

One of the setup used to measure PA behavior is the use of dynamometer [56,
81] as is shown in Figure 10. Sample in the strip-shape is fixed into two clamps
horizontally, on the both sides of the strip. On the bottom clamp, the weight of
several values is attached. Therefore, the preliminary strain is applied. The strip
is exposed to the light (ordinarily LED light or laser beam) and then the change
in the horizontal dimension is measured. However, the method is fast and the
setup is easy to build, materials with different mechanical properties, reported
different pre-strain with the same pre-load applied. Thus, the adjusting to certain
pre-strain is rather impossible using various weights [33].
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Figure 10. Dynamometer setup used for determination of photoactuation behavior [33].

1.6.2

Thermomechanical analysis

More accurate method using same principle is, measuring sample with
thermomechanical analyzer. Compared to the previous setup, this device is very
accurate and a certain value of pre-strain can be finely tuned. The TMA device is
able to collect the data each 0.1 s depending on the settings and is able to record
the change in the length automatically with very high precision usually in 0.1 μm
scale [33, 78, 79, 82].
1.6.3

Dynamic mechanical analysis

The one of the best solution to measure photo-actuation is dynamic mechanical
analysis in iso-strain tensile mode (Figure 11). The sample is stretched between
two clamps and pre-strain is set. The sample stress is stabilized and then the light
is applied. Due to the precise sensor, which calculates the position of the clams,
the device record very accurately the load stress caused by actuation of lightstimulated sample. However, DMA is very accurate, some samples cannot be
investigate by this method, because, they are not possible to possess such load
stress that can be record by the device [56].

18

Figure 11. DMA setup for photo-actuation investigation [56].

1.6.4

Atomic force microscopy

Several photo-actuation performance measurements were done by Atomic
force microscopy (AFM). This device detects material shape-change through the
AFM tip that is placed on the top of the material, as can be seen in the Figure 12.
After exposition of sample to the light, the AFM record the tip movement.
Although, this technique is suitable to investigate the PA kinetics, there is no
option how to calculate the actuation stress and the measurement of the
displacement is limited due to the limitation of the AFM tip movement.

Figure 12. AFM device for determination of the photo-actuation performance [57].
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1.7 Drawbacks of the current systems
Despite the enhanced properties, the composites suffer from several drawbacks,
which hinder their potential. One of the issue is the poor compatibility of the filler
in the matrix. The key role in performance of PA system plays the interface
between the particles and the matrix. The elastomeric matrix is usually
hydrophobic and particles are hydrophilic or of very different nature with
considerably foreign surface properties, from the surface energy point of view.
Due to this issue, particles usually form aggregates and their distribution in the
system is very poor, and thus lead to the decreased thermal conductivity and
unsuitable mechanical properties of the final composite structure.
Another problem is the tenuous deformation of the composite, resulting from
weak interaction between filler and matrix, which leads to reducing of the
mechanical properties and finally the PA capability and repeatability of the
phenomenon.

1.8 State of the art
In order to reduce drawbacks of the PA systems, several techniques and
procedures have been investigated. As specified in the beginning, this work was
dedicated to photo-actuating systems along with the performance enhancements
of the structures through particle’s modifications. Indisputably, a big amount of
PA research has been done in field that deals with just photo-switchable polymeric
films or composites consists of elastomeric matrix and filler which is usually pure
carbon-based nanoparticles or nanotubes [73].
Many investigations deal with different photo-actuated materials resulting to
different reversible shape-change performances. General investigations are
summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Typical components, benchmark performance, and features of these
schemes [73].
Typical components
- CNT/polymer composites
- Gradient rGO/GO structure
- Graphene/polymer
composites
Graphite/polymer
- Amorphous carbon/polymer
composite

Benchmark performance
- High-loading capacity: up to 140
times its own weight
- Fast response time and
displacement rate: up to 0.3 s at 14
cm/s
- Large deformation: up to 479° for
bending, 30–400% for contraction,
36° s−1 for rotation - Cycling
durability: 60000 cycles at ≈2 Hz

Strengths and weaknesses
- High energy conversion
efficiency
- Wide light source wavelength
range
- Fast response
- Multiple deformation modes
- Reversible deformation
- Certain ambient conditions
(temperature, humidity, air
pressure, etc.) required
- Large CTE mismatch required

In one of the studies [83], authors fabricated visible-light-responsive actuators
with diverse and tunable deformations by embedding aligned CNTs in paraffin
wax on a polyimide substrate. The aligned CNTs play role as cellulose fibrils, and
the paraffin wax look like the soft cells/tissues of a plant. Depending on alignment
20

of the CNTs the prepared strips performed different actuation. The samples
expanded perpendicularly in orientation of aligned CNTs. the edges of the
CNT/paraffin wax composite film extended outward by 28 μm along the
transverse direction.
Another work, [84], deals with modified of graphene-based filler. Surface of
graphene was modified by polydopamine and grafted by poly(Nisopropylacrylamide (PNIPAM). The polymer brushes PNIPAM possess flowerform structures, which change their shape after light stimulation. The authors
prepared monolayers of this material and encapsulated them into live cells.
In a different investigation [85] light‐driven bilayer composite comprising an
IR‐sensitive reduced graphene oxide in PDMS polymeric composite as an active
layer and an IR‐inert PDMS as a passive layer, was developed. These bilayer
sheets with excellent responsive bending properties and high mechanical
properties were used as active hinges for remote construction of complex 3D
configurations (such as bidirectionally folded columns, boxes, pyramids, and
cars) that demonstrated the three capabilities of these bilayer composites. Their
large deformation and excellent stability, their ability to produce complex
structures, and their remote‐autonomous assembly upon IR irradiation.
In this work [86] authors constructed the rolled CNT/polymer bilayer
composite actuators. This actuator with tubular shape exhibits electrically and
sunlight-induced actuation with fast response, large deformation, and multiform
biomimetic motions through simple configuration design. After light exposure,
sample shows mechanical actuation, from flat shape to roller shape, the angle
change was 280° in 0.83 s.
Further study [87] demonstrated a novel method of mixing graphene oxide with
polycarbonate membrane to form a bilayer assembly through vacuum filtration
technique. When IR light stimulated the GO face of GO/PC bilayer, the bilayer
foil started deflecting from its equilibrium position rapidly with a response time
of less than 1 s. The deformation then grew with time and reached its maximum
value i.e. 12 mm within 3 s.

1.9 Synthesis of core-brush nanoparticles
However, GO particles are could serve as very good filler in composites due to
their relatively easy preparation process, large surface area, possibility to enhance
overall performance of various matrices, they are quite inert, which conclude to
poor dispersibility, weak filler/matrix interaction which leads to the local
inhomogenities and finally to bad heat distribution through the system. To solve
this problem, particles have to be modified. One of the solution is the grafting of
polymer brushes onto the surface of the particles. Polymer brushes create a layer
on the surface of particles, which prevents their aggregation, enhance their
compatibility to the matrix etc. The most common approaches for covalent
attachment of macromolecular chains on to GO surface can be classified as
“grafting-to”, “grafting-from” and “grafting through” [88].
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1.9.1

Grafting-to approach

In this technique, the polymer is firstly synthetized and then covalently link to
the surface of the particle, which possess with a reactive group. This approach
shows the benefit of being relatively simple, although the number of functional
groups per surface area (grafting density) that can be obtained is both kinetically
and thermodynamically limited [89]. Once, the surface is covered by polymer
brushes, the polymer concentration at interfaces becomes larger than in solution.
This leads to slowing down the immobilization reaction at the surface and
decreasing of attachment rate. Another problem is that this approach creates
impurities of non-grafted chains [90].
1.9.2

Grafting-from approach

On the other hand, grafting-from strategy is based on the growth of polymer
brushes from the surface by using initiator, which is attached to the particle [91].
This method is also known as surface-initiated polymerization and is typically
used for synthesis of inorganic-organic core-brush morphologies [88]. It has been
assumed as an effective technique to control the interfacial behavior [92]. First,
the initiator is immobilized at the surface and then the polymer chain start to
growth from this initiator species. Contrary previous method high grafting density
can be obtained [93].
1.9.2.1 Free radical polymerization
This method of polymerization is the most commonly used for synthesis of
commercially available polymers. This is caused by many attractive
characteristics that this method possesses. It is applicable to the wide range of
monomers and copolymers with any functional group, compared to other
polymerization methods it has higher tolerance to the water and other impurities,
a wide range of temperatures, available media can be used as suitable reaction
conditions, and it is cheaper compared to other technologies [94]. Although many
advantages mentioned above, free radical polymerization is an uncontrolled
process, which has no capability of controlling polymer architecture, i.e.
molecular weight and molecular weight distribution of the grafts. The reaction
begins with the generation of free radical spots on the main backbone that react
with the vinyl or acrylic monomer to propagate a new polymer chain covalently
bonded to the backbone. Finally, grafted chains terminate through termination or
chain transfer reactions [92].
1.9.2.2 Nitroxide-Mediated Polymerization (NMP)
This polymerization method belongs to the group of the stable free radical
polymerization procedures. It is built on the usage of a stable nitroxide radical. It
appears to be very simple technique because it needs only addition of a proper
alkoxyamine to the polymerization medium. The propagating species reacts with
a stable radical to form dormant species. The resulting dormant species can then
reversibly cleave to transform the free radicals [92]. The chain is starting to grow
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until the monomer is consumed. This method is usually used for styrene and
acrylate monomers [95].
1.9.2.3 Atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP)
ATRP is great technique for grafting polymer brushes, which allows precisely
control the chemistry of size, functionalities and construction of the polymers as
well as to achieve the identical growth of all the chains [96]. The mechanism of
ATRP is depict by Figure 13.

Figure 13. Scheme of the ATRP reaction [97].

ATRP is based on an inner sphere electron transfer procedure, which contains
a reversible halogen transfer from a dormant species to a transition metal complex
[97]. This leads to formation of propagating radicals and the metal complex in
higher oxidation state. Polymer chains grow by the connecting monomers to the
created radicals. They respond reversibly with the oxidized metal complexes, a
dormant species and the transition metal complex in the lower oxidation state.
Radicals also terminate with the rate constant of termination [98]. ATRP can be
used on the nearly all of vinyl and acrylic monomers over wide temperature range.
ATRP controls the sustained radical effect; therefore, the concentration of catalyst
should be high to maintain a high polymerization rate [99]. In these high
concentrations , most of metal catalysts are expensive and toxic, thus to remove
them from the polymer needs expensive and time-consuming techniques [92].
1.9.3

Grafting-through

This strategy is also known as the macromonomer method and it could be
reputed as in-between method of previously described techniques. The
polymerizable groups are anchored onto the surface of nanoparticles. The reaction
solution contains initiator, monomers and modified nanoparticles, which play role
as crosslinking agent. Thus, both monomers copolymerize and the inorganic
phase is incorporated inside polymer chains [100]. This process is not much
explored from scientific point of view and the mechanisms that control the
polymerization progression are not entirely understood [101].
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Figure 14. Schematic presentation of grafting-to, grafting-from and grafting-through
techniques. Blue dots representing monomer, blue chain represents polymer,
yellow shape is functional group, green shape is surface-attached initiator
[92].
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2

MOTIVATION AND AIMS OF THE DOCTORAL
STUDY

2.1 Motivation
The PA systems belong among intelligent materials that can reversibly change
their physical properties after the application of external light. These materials
play a significant role in many industries ranging from civil to biomechanical
engineering.

2.2 Aims of the doctoral study
The main aim of this thesis was to analyze and compare the performance
properties of the PA systems containing differently ATRP-grafted graphene oxide
particles. The key tasks were defined as follows:
a) Complex study of physical and chemical aspects affecting the
performance of the PA systems,
b) Synthesis and preparation of novel particles with tailored properties via
SI-ATRP, which could be successfully used as active fillers in PA
systems in order to improve their PA performance,
c) Analysis of the modified particles and their influence on mechanical
properties, compatibility with polymer matrix and thermal conductivity
of the systems.
d) Analysis of the effect of the particles modification on the PA
performance and physical properties. Evaluation of the system’s
efficiency by comparing their properties with unmodified GO particles.
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3

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

This thesis deals with the synthesis of particles and their modification via
surface-initiated ATRP and their possible use in the PA systems in order to reduce
the outlined drawbacks. Due the fact that most of the papers are connected via SIATRP technique, synthesis and general characterization of the particles are firstly
specified. Additional, the most significant results of the individual papers are
stated.

3.1 Preparation of graphene oxide particles
In order to find good conductive material, it was decided to prepare our own
graphene oxide particles, with capability of easy and accurate way of changing
their conductivity. There are several methods to prepare GO particles from
graphite [102-104].
GO was prepared according to modified Hummer’s method [105]. GO was
fabricated from graphite powder. The raw graphite was stirred with concentrated
sulfuric acid. Subsequently, sodium nitrate and potassium permanganate were
gradually added. The mixture was additionally stirred then the deionized water
was added. Finally, concentrated hydrogen peroxide was added, and the solution
turned its color into brilliant brown, which indicated complete oxidization of
graphite. The product was separated in a high–speed centrifuge. The cleaning
routine was based on dispersion of the GO in hydrochloric acid, and the re–
separation in a centrifugal field. The particles were lyophilized in order to remove
the residual water after the purification process.
.

Figure 15. Functional groups of Hummer's method [1].
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3.2 Modification of GO particles through SI-ATRP
The problem with GO particles is with their bad affinity to matrixes and
attribute to coagulate and sediment. To enhance particles attraction to matrix and
reduce their sedimentation and coagulation process, GO particles were grafted
with polymer via SI-ATRP [106]. The GO particles were modified via amidation
reaction with α-Bromoisobutyryl bromide (BiBB). The particles were then
washed and dried. Finally, the initiator-modified GO sheets were grafted with
poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), poly(butyl methacrylate) (PBMA),
poly(glycidyl
methacrylate)
(PGMA)
or
poly(trimethylsilyloxyethyl
methacrylate) (PHEMATMS) under precise argon atmosphere. Through different
ratio
between
monomer,
initiator,
ligand
(N,N,N′,N′′,N′′Pentamethyldiethylenetriamine) (PMDTA) and catalyst (CuBr) by length of
reaction mixing and changing them reaction temperature, the length of resulting
polymer chains is easy to control.
The GO particles modified by PMMA and PMMA were utilize to prepare
photo-actuators in order to investigate polymer compatibility to the chemically
(PDMS) and physically Poly(propylene-co-ethylene) cross-linked matrix (Paper
I, IV). Particles grafted with PGMA in different molar ratio of reactants were
prepared to investigate compatibility to the matrix (PDMS) and graphene oxide
reduction (Paper II). The PHEMATMS is hydrophobic, hence we expected the
silyl-based polymer would improve the interaction of GO particles with PDMS
served as matrix (Paper III).

Figure 16. Immobilization of BIBB initiator on functionalized GO particles with their
subsequent grafting with polymer via SI-ATRP [105].

For each reaction, the molar ratio between the monomer and the initiator was
defined in order to obtain the desired polymer chain length, which was
theoretically designated before the experiment. The determination of the
molecular weight was able due to the presence of a free initiator ethyl αbromoisobutyrate (EBiB) in reaction. The molecular weight was investigated by
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gel permeation chromatography (GPC) and monomer conversion was calculated
using nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). The results were evaluated according
to literature [107] and are summarized in Table 2.
Table 2. Molecular characteristics of prepared GO particles
Sample name

Mono
mer

GO-PMMA
GO-PBMA
GO-PGMA 1
GO-PGMA 2
GO-PHEMATMS
GO-PMMA-V
GO-PBMA-V

100
100
100
100
100
100
100

Initia
tor
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Liga
nd

Catal
yst

4
4
2
4
4
4
4

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Mn

DPn

PDI

(g·mol-1)
5600
5200
5900
6100
12600
6800
5800

(-)
56
37
42
43
62
68
41

(-)
1.18
1.21
1.28
1.26
1.19
1.18
1.21

Convers
ion
(%)
89
91
43
46
67
89
89

3.3 Characterization of prepared grafted and non-grafted GO
particles
Results, which describe grafted and non-grafted GO particles characteristics
obtained from each paper (P), are summarized in Table 3. Raman spectroscopy
served to show variation in ID/IG ratio which indicates the reduction of GO which
also leads to higher electrical conductivity (Cond.). This enhance the heat
distribution through the composite system. Contact angle measurement (CA) was
performed to prove GO particles affinity to the matrix. Small droplet of siloxane
was added to the GO pellet and in all cases, modified GO particles posses with
lower CA, which means that they are more compatible to the matrix, thus the
better dispersion could be reached.
Table 3. Results from measurements done on GO particles
Paper

PI

P II
PIII
P IV

Material

ID/IG

CA

Cond.

(-)

(°)

(S·cm-1)

Neat GO

0,90

49.9

2.1×10-7

GO-PMMA

1.05

38.7

6.3×10-8

GO-PBMA

1.08

28.7

2.1×10-7

GO-PGMA1

1.08

40.1

5×10-7

GO-PGMA2

1.26

40.1

2.3×10-3

GO-PHEMATMS

1.09

26.3

6×10-7

GO-PMMA

1.05

-

6.3×10-8

GO-PBMA

1.08

-

2.1×10-7
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Other measurements done
1H NMR,

TEM, TGA-FTIR,
GPC, AFM
1H NMR,

TEM, TGA-FTIR, GPC

1H NMR,

TEM, TGA-FTIR, GPC

1H NMR,

GPC, TGA-FTIR,
TEM, XPS

3.4 Characterization of composites
The composites properties are depicted in Table 4. For each composite, the
dielectric spectroscopy was measured. The flexibility of the polymer matrix is
given by two factors, mobility of the main chain characterized by α relaxation,
corresponding to Tg, and side chains mobility characterized by α' relaxation,
indicating how the entanglements of side chains are stiff. Therefore, both
relaxation were investigated using Arhenius equation. The activation energy (Ea)
of α relaxation is significantly shifted to the lower values after grafting the
particles, indicating the improved flexibility of the polymer matrix. Thermal
conductivity (TC) shows the slightly increase which is resulting to the better heat
distribution through the composite.
Table 4. Composite performance with grafted and non-grafted GO particles in
0.1 vol. % concentration
Paper Material

PI

P II
P III

P IV

neat PDMS
GO/PDMS
GO-PMMA/PDMS
GO-PBMA/PDMS
GO-PGMA 1/PDMS
GO-PGMA 2/PDMS
GO-PHEMA/PDMS
neat Vistamaxx
GO/Vistamaxx
GO-PMMA/Vistamaxx
GO-PBMA/Vistamaxx

Ea
(kJ·mol-1)
45.70
36.57
35.99
25.39
31.32
23.80
22.01

TC
(W·mK-1)
0,071
0.144
0.153
0.151
0.152
0.161
-

Δl
(μm)
7,1
9.1
9.4
11.8
12.50
20.20
34

ε
(%)
0,071
0.091
0.094
0.118
0.125
0.202
0.34

-

0.89
0.156
0.196
0.202

12
20
30
68

0.12
0.2
0.3
0.68

Other
measurements
DMA, Diel.
spectroscopy

DMA, Diel.
spectroscopy
DMA, Diel.
spectroscopy
Rheology

The photo-actuation performance was studied for various composite structures,
and the influence of the ﬁller modiﬁcation and the ﬁller loading on the ﬁnal
properties was explained. Substantial part of the work deals with photo-actuation
of composites in which filler is modified GO by different polymer brushes, and
matrix is cross-linked PDMS (Paper I, II, III). Paper IV discuss the PA
performance of PMMA and PBMA modified GO particles in thermoplastic
elastomer matrix, specifically, poly(ethylene-co-propylene) (Vistamaxx). The
dimension change in absolute value are explained by Δl. To compare PA
performance with other scientific researches the relative value of prolongation
was counted (ε)
𝜀=

∆

× 100
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(7)

where Δl is the dimension change in absolute value and l0 is the initial length
of the sample.
The Figure 17 shows difference in PA deformation for four different samples.
Neat PDMS matrix maximum value of actuation was ∆L, was 7.1 µm. With
addition of 0.1% of GO particles, this value increased to 9.1 µm, which was
caused by improved heat transfer. The matrix with modified GO particles
performed even higher ∆L value, 9.4 µm and 11.8 µm for GO-PMMA and GOPBMA respectively. The reason for this behavior is due to proper incorporation
of the particles into PDMS matrix, which causes better shape recovery and
improved heat transitions within the samples.

Figure 17. Photo-actuation performance of the pure PDMS (a) and the PDMS
composites containing 0.1 vol % of neat GO (b), GO–PMMA (c) and GO–
PBMA (d) [108].

By using TPE matrix the PA performance is even better compared to PDMS
matrix. Composites containing the same filler but vistamaxx matrix show
significant enhancement in shape change in dimension as it can be seen in Figure
18.

Figure 18. Photo-actuation performance of neat vistamaxx and composite containing
0.1 vol.% of neat GO (a), GO-PMMA (b) and GO-PBMA (c) [20].

After increasing of GO particles concentration in the system to the 1 vol.% the
maximum actuation value was roughly five times higher as it is showed in Figure
19. The main reason for this signiﬁcant enhancement was already proposed by
earlier researches and is likely the improved ﬂexibility of the polymer composite,
which was conﬁrmed by the lower activation energy, higher damping and
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enhanced thermal conductivity, improving the heat delivery within the composite
samples [108].

Figure 19. Dependence of the filler content on the change in the length for the pure
matrix (green diamond), GO-PMMA (black squares), GO-PBMA (red
triangles) for composite with PDMS (a) and Vistamaxx (b) matrix [20, 108].
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4

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE SCIENCE

The main outputs and crucial points of this doctoral study those are beneficial
to the both, scientific audience as well as industry, are highlighted below:
- SI-ATRP modification of GO particles with various monomeric
systems.
- Confirmation that the simultaneous reduction of GO and modification
with polymer brushes is possible for variety of monomers.
- Developed PA device based on thermo-mechanical analyzer which was
applied as national utility model no. 31633, named " Zařízení pro
sledování změny rozměrů vlivem světelné stimulace".
- Improved compatibility between the polymer matrix and GO particles
due to the SI-ATRP modification and knowledge how the similarity of
the grafting moiety contribute to this compatibility.
- Improved and homogenous dispersibility of the GO-grafted filler in
polymer matrix which contribute to enhanced thermal conductivity.
- Direct comparison of PA performance between the chemically crosslinked systems and TPEs.
- Showed that various filler content and various light intensities can alter
the final PA capability.
- Confirmation, that SI-ATRP approach used of GO modification can be
effectively applied for filler modification and subsequently mixed into
the elastomeric matrix, those capabilities are in the range suitable to be
applied as a pre-stretched films in the tactile display systems.

CONCLUSIONS
Some of the common drawbacks of conventional PA systems were successfully
eliminated using novel approach based on the fabrication of the precisely grafted
GO particles via SI-ATRP. The modification of particles were done in controlled
regime; hence, the possible of prepared materials exceeded the properties of the
systems without modification.
In conclusion, this thesis summarizes utilization of GO particles modified by
different polymer chains and also using different matrix that significantly
improved the PA ability of whole systems. Due to this modifications, the GO
particles possessed better compatibility to matrices, such as chemically crossliked PDMS or thermoplastic elastomers based on polyolefins and led to enhanced
dispersion through the matrix, therefore the heat distribution could be easily
transferred into the entire composite. The PA ability was verified by system based
on thermo-mechanical analysis, which confirmed the significantly enhanced
photo-actuation capability (in some cases even more than ten times higher)
compared to neat matrix material and in contrast to other publications as well as
systems containing unmodified particles.
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Abstract: Poly(dimethyl siloxane) (PDMS)-based materials with improved photoactuation properties
were prepared by the incorporation of polymer-grafted graphene oxide particles. The modification
of the graphene oxide (GO) surface was achieved via a surface initiated atom transfer radical
polymerization (SI ATRP) of methyl methacrylate and butyl methacrylate. The modification was
confirmed by thermogravimetric analysis, infrared spectroscopy and electron microscopy. The GO
surface reduction during the SI ATRP was investigated using Raman spectroscopy and conductivity
measurements. Contact angle measurements, dielectric spectroscopy and dynamic mechanical
analyses were used to investigate the compatibility of the GO filler with the PDMS matrix and the
influence of the GO surface modification on its physical properties and the interactions with the matrix.
Finally, the thermal conductivity and photoactuation properties of the PDMS matrix and composites
were compared. The incorporation of GO with grafted polymer chains, especially poly(n-butyl
methacrylate), into the PDMS matrix improved the compatibility of the GO filler with the matrix,
increased the energy dissipation due to the improved flexibility of the PDMS chains, enhanced the
damping behavior and increased the thermal conductivity. All the changes in the properties positively
affected the photoactuation behavior of the PDMS composites containing polymer-grafted GO.
Keywords: smart polymers; grafting method; reversible deactivation radical polymerization

1. Introduction
Photomechanical actuators are materials that convert photons into mechanical motion. In rubbery
elastomeric matrices, stress and displacement are generated upon irradiation of a pre-strained sample
via an external light source, i.e., the thermoplastic effect. The material absorbs the energy that is
transported via thermal convection to the pre-strained polymer chains that contract and generate
mechanical motion. The proposed mechanism has been studied in-depth by Cohn et al. [1]. Elastomeric
photomechanical actuators are lightweight and remotely controlled. They are utilized as tactile
devices [2,3], artificial muscles [4], vascular stents [5], intravascular embolic coils [6], micro-grippers [7],
and micro-motors [8]. Liquid crystalline elastomers (LCE) [9,10], thermoplastic elastomers [5,11–15]
(TPE) and cross-linked elastomers [6,16] have been reported as matrices for polymer composite-based
photomechanical actuators. The negligible role of the host polymer on the actuation mechanism was
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revealed [16]. Poly(dimethyl siloxanes) (PDMS) are cross-linked elastomers that provide shape stability
over time, biocompatibility and a variety of mechanical properties depending on the cross-linking
density. Despite all their advantages compared to thermoplastic elastomers, their main drawback is
that they are not re-processable.
The photomechanical actuation response can be enhanced via the utilization of additives or
functional fillers, such as carbon nanotubes and graphene oxide [17–19], graphene [15,18], carbon
black [18], and molybdenum disulfide [20,21]. The fillers can facilitate the absorption of light energy
and its transfer through a material to enhance the actuation response. The actuation response can
be affected by the type of filler, the concentration and the arrangement. To maximize its efficacy, the
filler should be well-dispersed in the matrix [18,22]. An arrangement in the actuation direction
has been reported to promote the actuation as well [9]. Regarding the shape of the fillers, the
effectiveness increases with the dimensionality, which facilitates the orientation of the polymer chains;
i.e., one dimensional carbon nanotubes were more effective than carbon black, but not as effective
as two dimensional graphene platelets [18], and this was ascribed to the better dispersion in PDMS.
Surprisingly, graphite oxide flakes did not exhibit a good performance.
Nevertheless, this drawback can be overcome using a suitable surface modification. The oxidized
form of graphene, i.e., graphene oxide (GO), is rich in oxygen-containing functional groups that
facilitate its further functionalization, and after reduction, it is electrically conductive [23]. Grafting
polymer chains onto the surface of inorganic materials is a powerful approach to finely tune the
surface chemistry of the particles. This approach enables control of the physicochemical properties,
interfaces, and/or biochemical functionalities [24]. In addition, living/controlled polymerizations
allow for tailoring of the molecular architecture of polymer brushes, e.g., the polymer chain uniformity
(low dispersity), chain composition (homopolymers, block copolymers, gradient, periodic, and
statistical), functionality and grafting density (sparse or dense).
Our previous studies revealed that the suitable surface modification of carbon nanotubes (CNTs)
can effectively tailor the photoactuation response through the selective location of CNTs in block
copolymers exhibiting thermoplastic elastomer properties [14,22,25,26]. Here, GO prepared via the
oxidation of expanded graphite was investigated instead of CNTs. The amount and price of the
prepared GO are more acceptable for large-scale applications. The hydroxyl and carboxylic groups
enabled simple immobilization of the initiators for subsequent atom transfer radical polymerization
(ATRP) from the GO surface. The polymer brushes of poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) and
poly(n-butyl methacrylate) (PBMA), which have comparable molar masses and grafting densities,
were grafted from GO. The study focused on the effect of polymer modification on GO surfaces on the
photoactuation response of the PDMS composites. The surface modification of GO by methacrylate
polymers affected the compatibility with the PDMS matrix and the physical and thermal properties of
the PDMS composites. Because of this effect, a polymeric material with high and reversible response
to light was obtained.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials
Graphite (powder, <20 µm, synthetic), sulfuric acid (H2 SO4 , reagent grade, 95–98%), sodium
nitrate (NaNO3 , ACS reagent, ≥99%), potassium permanganate (KMnO4 , 97%) and hydrogen peroxide
(H2 O2 , ACS reagent, 29.0–32.0 wt % H2 O2 basis) were used as the chemical reagents for the proper
exfoliation conditions to form the GO sheets. α-Bromoisobutyryl bromide (BiBB, 98%) served as an initiator
and was linked onto the GO surface. The initiator bonding was performed in the presence of a proton
scavenger, triethyleneamine (TEA, ≥99%). Methyl methacrylate (MMA, 99%), n-butyl methacrylate
(BMA, 99%), ethyl α-bromoisobutyrate (EBiB, 98%), N,N,N0 ,N”,N”-pentamethyldiethylenetriamine
(PMDETA, ≥99%), copper bromide (CuBr, ≥99%) and anisole (99%) were used as the monomer,
initiator, ligand, catalyst and solvent, respectively. Diethyl ether (ACS reagent, anhydrous, ≥99%) was
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used as the drying agent. All the above listed chemicals were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis,
MO, USA) and all, except the MMA and BMA monomers, were used without further purification.
MMA and BMA were purified by passing them through a neutral alumina column to remove the
MEHQ inhibitor prior to their use. Tetrahydrofurane (THF, p.a.), acetone (p.a.), dimethylformamide
(DMF, p.a.) and hydrochloric acid (HCl, 35%, p.a.) were obtained from Penta Labs (Prague, Czech
Republic). Poly(dimethyl siloxane) (PDMS) Sylgard 184 was purchased from Sylgard, MI, USA
and was used as received. Deionized water (DW) was used for all the experimental processes and
washing routines.
2.2. Graphene Oxide Preparation and Initiator Immobilization
Graphene oxide (GO) was prepared from a graphite powder using a modified Hummers
method [27]. The raw graphite (5 g) was vigorously stirred with H2 SO4 (100 mL), and the mixture was
cooled to 5 ◦ C using an ice/water bath. Subsequently, NaNO3 (2.5 g) and KMnO4 (15 g) were gradually
added. The mixture was stirred for an additional 6 h, and then, DW (300 mL) was added dropwise,
while the temperature was kept below 40 ◦ C. Finally, concentrated H2 O2 (40 mL) was added, and the
solution turned a brilliant brown, which indicated the complete oxidization of graphite. The product
was separated in a high-speed centrifuge (Sorvall LYNX 4000, Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA)
operating at 10,000 rpm for 20 min at 25 ◦ C. The cleaning routine was based on the dispersion of GO in
0.1 M HCl and re-separation in a centrifugal field. The procedure was repeated with DW several times
until the pH reached a value of 7. Then, the particles were lyophilized to remove any residual water
after the purification process. Finally, a brown powder was obtained.
The presence of the reactive groups on the GO surface was used for the reaction with BiBB to
immobilize the ATRP initiator on the GO surface and prepare GO-I using the method described
elsewhere [28,29].
2.3. Grafting Polymer Chains from the GO Surface
The GO sheets modified with the ATRP initiator (0.75 g) were transferred into a Schlenk flask
equipped with a gas inlet/outlet and a septum. The flask was evacuated and replaced with argon
several times. BMA (17.5 mL, 110 mmol) or MMA (11.8 mL, 110 mmol), EBiB (0.162 mL, 1.1 mmol),
PMDETA (0.92 mL, 4.4 mmol), and anisole (15 mL) were then added to the flask, and the flask was
degassed using several freeze–pump–thaw cycles. The CuBr catalyst (0.156 g, 1.1 mmol) was quickly
added under an argon flow into the frozen system. Anisole was used as the solvent at an amount of
50 vol %. The polymerization mixture was stirred at 60 ◦ C for 2 h, and then, the polymerization was
stopped by exposure to air. The product was filtered, washed with DMF (2 × 200 mL) and acetone
(2 × 200 mL), and dried with diethyl ether (2 × 100 mL).
2.4. Composite Preparation
An elastomeric matrix was prepared by mixing PDMS, silicone oil and a curing agent in a
volume ratio of 8:2:1. The matrix was filled either with neat GO or GO with grafted PMMA or PBMA
chains and was properly homogenized using mechanical stirring for 30 min at room temperature.
The concentrations of the fillers were 0.1, 0.5 and 1 vol %. The mixture was poured into a Teflon-lined
mold and evacuated at 60 mbar to eliminate the presence of air bubbles. Then, the mold was placed
into an oven for 2 h at 60 ◦ C to fully cross-link the PDMS-based composites. It should be stated that
same procedure was used for the GO-I particles; however, even after 48 h, the composites were not
fully cross-linked probably due to the presence of 2-bromoisobutyryl groups on the GO surface, which
could eliminated the function of the cross-linker.
2.5. General Characterizations
Proton nuclear magnetic resonance (1 H NMR) spectra were recorded at 25 ◦ C using an instrument
(400 MHz VNMRS Varian, Tokyo, Japan) and deuterated chloroform (CDCl3 ) as the solvent. The
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molar mass (Mn ) and dispersity (Đ) of the polymer chains were investigated by gel permeation
chromatography (GPC) using a GPC instrument (PL-GPC220, Agilent, Tokyo, Japan) equipped with
GPC columns (Waters 515 pump, two PPS SDV 5 µm columns (diameter of 8 mm, length of 300 mm,
500 Å + 105 Å)) and a Waters 410 differential refractive index detector at 30 ◦ C. The samples for NMR
spectroscopy and GPC analyses were prepared by their dilution with CDCl3 and THF, respectively,
followed by the purification process, in which they were passed through a neutral alumina column.
The neat GO and GO with a grafted polymer layer were observed using a transmission electron
microscope (TEM, JEM-2100Plus, Jeol, Tokyo, Japan). The samples for the TEM analysis were prepared
by dispersing the particles in acetone using mechanical stirring for 5 and 2 min of sonication and
dropping the resultant suspension onto a copper grid. Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra
(64 scans, resolution of 4 cm−1 ) were recorded on a Nicolet 6700 (Nicolet, Madison, WI, USA) within a
wavenumber range of 4000–600 cm−1 , and the ATR technique with a germanium crystal was employed.
The spectra were recorded at room temperature. The Raman spectra (3 scans, resolution of 2 cm−1 )
were collected on a Nicolet DXR (Nicolet, Madison, WI, USA) using an excitation wavelength of 532 nm.
The integration time was 30 s, and the laser power on the surface was set to 1 mW. The powders
were compressed to form pellets (diameter of 13 mm, thickness of 1 mm) on a laboratory hydraulic
press (Trystom Olomouc, H-62, Olomouc, Czech Republic). The pellets were used for electrical
conductivity measurements, and a two–point method at room temperature was applied with the
help of an electrometer (Keithley 6517B, Beaverton, OR, USA). The presented results are the average
values from 10 independent measurements. The contact angle (CA) measurements were evaluated
using the static sessile drop method on the pellets and were performed on a surface energy evaluation
system equipped with a CCD camera (Advex Instruments, Brno, Czech Republic). A droplet (5 µL) of
PDMS was carefully dropped onto the surface, and the CA value was recorded. The presented CA
results are the average values from 10 independent measurements. To confirm that the contact angle
results were not affected by the roughness of the GO surface of the investigated pellets, atomic force
microscopy (AFM) was used to investigate the surface topography using an atomic force microscope
(AFM), model Dimension ICON (Bruker, Billerica, MA, USA). Measurements were performed at a
scan speed of 1 Hz with a resolution of 256 × 256 pixels in the tapping mode at room temperature in
an air atmosphere. A silicone-nitride probe with a resonant frequency of (150 ± 50) kHz and a stiffness
constant of 5 N/m (MPP-12120, Bruker, Billerica, MA, USA) was used. The image analysis and surface
roughness (Sa) determination were performed using the program Gwyddion v.2.48 (Gwyddion, Brno,
Czech Republic).
The thermal conductivity was measured via a one-side contact method using the TCi model
(C-term technologies, Fredericton, NB, Canada). The viscoelastic properties of both the nanocomposite
and pure polymer matrix were studied via dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) in the tensile mode.
All the measurements were performed in the linear viscoelastic region. The measurements were
performed at 1 Hz in the temperature range from −150 to 150 ◦ C. Dielectric spectroscopy in the
temperature range from −150 to 100 ◦ C and in the frequency range from 10−1 to 107 Hz was used to
investigate the polymer chain dynamics.
The glass transition process was evaluated using the activation energies calculated from the
Arrhenius equation (Equation (1)) to see the effect of modification on the relaxation processes in the
PDMS based composites.


Ea
f β = f ∞ exp
(1)
kB T
where Ea is the activation energy, f ∞ is the pre-exponential factor, T is the temperature in Kelvin, and
kB is the Boltzmann constant.
2.6. Photoactuation
The photoactuation ability of both the matrix and composite samples was investigated using a
thermal mechanical analysis (TMA, Mettler Toledo, Langacher, Switzerland) similar to that previously
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published [14]. A red LED diode (Luxeon Rebell, Philips, Amsterdam, The Netherlands) was used
for the irradiation. The irradiation was applied for 10 s at 627 nm with a 6 mW light source intensity
under a 10% pre-strain of the samples. The maximum value of the actuation is characterized by a
change in the sample length during the exposure to light, ∆L = (L0 − L)/L0 , where L0 is the length of
the non-irradiated sample, and L is the length of the irradiated sample.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Synthesis of GO-Polymer-Modified Particles
The modification of the GO particles with PMMA (GO–PMMA) and PBMA (GO–PBMA) polymer
chains was performed via surface initiated ATRP, as previously described for other methacrylate-based
monomers [29]. The MMA and BMA conversions, which were calculated from the 1 H NMR spectra,
were 89% and 91%, respectively. Using a sacrificial initiator in addition to the initiator immobilized on
the GO surface allowed for the determination of the molecular characteristics of the polymer chains
with the consideration that the growth of both the free and GO surface-bonded polymer chains is
comparable [30]. The molecular weight (Mn ) and polydispersity index (Đ) determined for PMMA
were 5620 g mol−1 and 1.18, respectively, and they were 5210 g·mol−1 and 1.21, respectively, for PBMA.
The molar masses correlated well with the monomer conversions. The successful grafting process
was confirmed by the FTIR investigations with on-line monitoring during the TGA measurements.
In Figure 1a, a release of oxygen-containing groups from the neat GO surface can be seen in the
temperature range of 150–300 ◦ C. In the same temperature range, the FTIR spectrum in Figure 1b of
the released compound was analyzed, and the vibrations from the hydroxyl groups at 3510 cm−1 ,
a small amount from the carbonyl groups at 1723 cm−1 and the stretching of the hydroxyl groups at
1423 cm−1 were found. The release of the groups from PMMA was observed in the TGA in the range
of 220–380 ◦ C, as seen in Figure 1c. The FTIR from the released groups showed an increase in the peaks
of the carbonyl groups at approximately 1731 cm−1 in comparison to the neat GO, where this peak
is almost negligible, and the appearance of peaks in the alkyl vibrations region of 2600–3000 cm−1
(Figure 1d), which confirmed the presence of PMMA on the GO surface. Similar results were obtained
for the GO modified with the PBMA chains (Figure 1e,f), but the release of the groups from PBMA
occurred at higher temperatures. To quantify the amounts of the individual components in the GO,
GO–PMMA and GO–PBMA particles, the TGA data were analyzed. It was found that, similar to our
previous studies [28,29], the amount of the oxygen-containing groups for the neat GO was app. 30%.
On the other hand, for both cases of polymer modification, the amount of polymer on the hybrid
particles was app. 9% for PMMA and 11% for PBMA, and the amount of oxygen-containing groups
was nearly 21% for PMMA and 19% for PBMA, which indicated partial reduction of GO surface during
its modification as observed also previously [28].
3.2. Transmission Electron Microscopy
In Figure 2, the TEM images of all the investigated GO particles are shown. In the case of neat
GO, the proper exfoliation of the graphite powder using the Hummers method was achieved, and
the neat GO sheet can be clearly seen on the TEM image (Figure 2a). The sheet-like morphology
was also observed in the case of the GO modified with the PMMA chains (Figure 2b) when the 2D
shape was sustained on the same level. The slightly darker contrast of the GO–PMMA sheet is due
to the presence of the polymer layer on the surface of the GO. In the case of the GO–PBMA particles
(Figure 2c), the 2D shape was again observed, which indicated they had the same morphology as the
neat GO and GO–PMMA. Here, several layers of GO most likely lay on top of each other, and with the
sustainable polymer layer of PBMA on the surface of the GO, they provide the higher contrast of the
image. The sharp edges of the neat GO become smoother in the case of both the modified GOs due to
presence of polymer chains, which again confirmed the successful modification of the GO surface.

individual components in the GO, GO–PMMA and GO–PBMA particles, the TGA data were analyzed.
It was found that, similar to our previous studies [28,29], the amount of the oxygen-containing groups
for the neat GO was app. 30%. On the other hand, for both cases of polymer modification, the amount
of polymer on the hybrid particles was app. 9% for PMMA and 11% for PBMA, and the amount of
oxygen-containing
groups was nearly 21% for PMMA and 19% for PBMA, which indicated partial
Polymers
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reduction of GO surface during its modification as observed also previously [28].
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3.2. Transmission Electron Microscopy
In Figure 2, the TEM images of all the investigated GO particles are shown. In the case of neat
GO, the proper exfoliation of the graphite powder using the Hummers method was achieved, and
the neat GO sheet can be clearly seen on the TEM image (Figure 2a). The sheet-like morphology was
also observed in the case of the GO modified with the PMMA chains (Figure 2b) when the 2D shape
was sustained on the same level. The slightly darker contrast of the GO–PMMA sheet is due to the
presence of the polymer layer on the surface of the GO. In the case of the GO–PBMA particles (Figure
2c), the 2D shape was again observed, which indicated they had the same morphology as the neat
GO and GO–PMMA. Here, several layers of GO most likely lay on top of each other, and with the
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3.3. Reduction of the GO Particles during the Synthesis
3.3. Reduction of the GO Particles during the Synthesis
In our previous work, we showed that the reduction of GO can occur during SI ATRP [28]. To
In our previous work, we showed that the reduction of GO can occur during SI ATRP [28].
confirm the reduction of the GO particles during the SI ATRP process, Raman spectroscopy was used
To confirm the reduction of the GO particles during the SI ATRP process, Raman spectroscopy was
as a useful tool to compare the broad D and G peaks corresponding to the sp22and sp33 hybridized
used as a useful tool to compare the broad D and G peaks corresponding to the sp and sp hybridized
forms of the carbon atoms in the GO sheets. In Figure 3, a comparison among the neat GO sheets,
forms of the carbon atoms in the GO sheets. In Figure 3, a comparison among the neat GO sheets,
GO–PMMA and GO–PBMA can be seen. A significant reduction in the GO sheets was achieved, and
GO–PMMA and GO–PBMA can be seen. A significant reduction in the GO sheets was achieved, and it
it can be observed from the significant change in the D/G peak intensity ratio (ID/IG) obtained after
can be observed from the significant change in the D/G peak intensity ratio (ID /IG ) obtained after the
the SI ATRP process. Thus, a change from 0.90 to 1.05 and 1.08 was observed after the SI ATRP of
SI ATRP process. Thus, a change from 0.90 to 1.05 and 1.08 was observed after the SI ATRP of MMA
MMA and BMA, respectively. It can also be seen that the 2D structure of GO created during the
and BMA, respectively. It can also be seen that the 2D structure of GO created during the oxidation
oxidation was nearly the same after modification with both the PMMA and PBMA brushes. The
was nearly the same after modification with both the PMMA and PBMA brushes. The conductivity
conductivity measurements confirmed the results obtained from the Raman spectroscopy, which
measurements confirmed the results obtained from the Raman spectroscopy, which indicated the
indicated the reduction of GO after modification. The conductivity slightly increased
from 1.2 × 10−8
reduction of GO after modification. The conductivity slightly increased from 1.2 × 10−8 S cm−1 for the
S cm−1 for the neat GO
to 6.3 × 10−8 S cm−1 for the GO–PMMA and 2.1 × 10−7 S cm−1 for the GO–PBMA.
neat GO to 6.3 × 10−8 S cm−1 for the GO–PMMA and 2.1 × 10−7 S cm−1 for the GO–PBMA. Therefore,
Therefore, it can be stated that within the SI ATRP process, a partial reduction of the GO with the
it can be stated that within the SI ATRP process, a partial reduction of the GO with the simultaneous
simultaneous grafting of PBA polymer brushes was achieved.
grafting of PBA polymer brushes was achieved.

conductivity measurements confirmed the results obtained from the Raman spectroscopy, which
indicated the reduction of GO after modification. The conductivity slightly increased from 1.2 × 10−8
S cm−1 for the neat GO to 6.3 × 10−8 S cm−1 for the GO–PMMA and 2.1 × 10−7 S cm−1 for the GO–PBMA.
Therefore, it can be stated that within the SI ATRP process, a partial reduction of the GO with the
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Figure 3. Raman spectra of the neat GO (a), GO–PMMA (b) and GO–PBMA (c).

Figure 3. Raman spectra of the neat GO (a), GO–PMMA (b) and GO–PBMA (c).
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investigated. Within the range of the studied frequencies, a linear dependence of the Tg on the
frequency was observed; therefore, a simple Arrhenius equation was used for the determination of
the glass transition activation energies. The values are summarized in Table 1. The activation energy
decreased with the increasing amount of filler. This indicated that the filler behaves as a softener in
this case and makes the transition easier, and the overall movement of the main PDMS backbone
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Table 1. Activation energies of the glass transition process for the pure PDMS and PDMS composites
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various filler loadings.
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Sample Code
Activation Energy (kJ·mol−1)
pure
PDMS
45.70
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1 vol % GO–PMMA PDMS
10.16
Moreover, from the results,
it can be clearly seen that the longer
pendant aliphatic chain in PBMA
0.1 vol % GO–PBMA PDMS
25.39
caused a more significant 0.5
softening
of
the
polymer
backbone,
and,
vol % GO–PBMA PDMS
22.79 thus, the PDMS chains are more
1 volhave
% GO–PBMA
PDMS
9.49
movable. This behavior should
a positive
impact on the investigated
photoactuation performance.

Figure
3D plots
of dielectric
propertiesfor
forthe
theneat
neat PDMS
PDMS matrix
composites
Figure
5. 3D5.plots
of dielectric
properties
matrix(a)
(a)and
andGO/PDMS
GO/PDMS
composites
with
0.5
vol
%
of
GO
(b),
GO–PMMA
(c)
and
GO–PBMA
(d)
particles.
with 0.5 vol % of GO (b), GO–PMMA (c) and GO–PBMA (d) particles.

3.6. Dynamic Mechanical Analysis
Table 1. Activation energies of the glass transition process for the pure PDMS and PDMS composites
Becausefiller
photoactuation
with various
loadings. is a dynamic process, a dynamic mechanical analysis of the prepared
composites is crucial to investigate their suitability for intended applications. Through this
−1 )
investigation, the interactions
between
the matrix
can also
estimated.
As seen in
Sample
Code the particles and
Activation
Energy
(kJ·be
mol
Figure 6, below the glass transition temperature, Tg, all the composites exhibited nearly the same
pure PDMS
45.70
mechanical properties (Figure 6a). However, due to the presence of various fillers, the Tg of the
0.1 vol % neat GO PDMS
36.57
composites slightly changed. Moreover, another transition region connected to the melting of the
0.5 vol % neat GO PDMS
34.97
small crystalline phase
present
PDMS
was observed, which was also
1 vol
% neatinGO
PDMS
20.35observed elsewhere [31]. Only
0.1 vol % GO–PMMA PDMS
0.5 vol % GO–PMMA PDMS
1 vol % GO–PMMA PDMS
0.1 vol % GO–PBMA PDMS
0.5 vol % GO–PBMA PDMS
1 vol % GO–PBMA PDMS

35.99
23.58
10.16
25.39
22.79
9.49
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3.6. Dynamic Mechanical Analysis
Because photoactuation is a dynamic process, a dynamic mechanical analysis of the prepared
composites is crucial to investigate their suitability for intended applications. Through this
investigation, the interactions between the particles and the matrix can also be estimated. As seen
in Figure 6, below the glass transition temperature, Tg , all the composites exhibited nearly the same
mechanical properties (Figure 6a). However, due to the presence of various fillers, the Tg of the
composites slightly changed. Moreover, another transition region connected to the melting of the small
Polymers 2017,
9, 264present in PDMS was observed, which was also observed elsewhere [31]. 9Only
of 13 a
crystalline
phase
minor effect of the fillers was seen in the melting temperature region. In the region of utilization,
minor effect of the fillers was seen in the melting temperature region. In the
utilization,
theastorage
moduli were nearly independent of the temperature up to 40 ◦ C.region
In thisofcase,
the best
the storage moduli were nearly independent of the temperature up to 40 °C. In this case, the best
mechanical performance was observed for the neat GO. The reason for this could be possible covalent
mechanical performance was observed for the neat GO. The reason for this could be possible covalent
bonding between the OH groups and the PDMS polymer chains, which was observed by Bose et al.
bonding between the OH groups and the PDMS polymer chains, which was observed by Bose et al.
for OH groups of carbonyl iron and PDMS [32]. After coating of GO with the PMMA or PBMA
for OH groups of carbonyl iron and PDMS [32]. After coating of GO with the PMMA or PBMA chains,
chains, the partial physical entanglement provided an improved compatibility between PDMS and
the partial physical entanglement provided an improved compatibility between PDMS and GO–
GO–PMMA
GO–PBMA
compared
neatHowever,
GO. However,
at thetime,
samethe
time,
short polymer
PMMA or or
GO–PBMA
compared
withwith
neat GO.
at the same
shortthe
polymer
chains
chains
at
the
GO
surface
can
serve
as
plasticizers
and
thus
the
final
PDMS
material
can be more
at the GO surface can serve as plasticizers and thus the final PDMS material can be more flexible;
but
flexible;
but the
was still in
reinforced
in comparison
to thematrix.
neat PDMS
matrix. properties
The damping
the PDMS
wasPDMS
still reinforced
comparison
to the neat PDMS
The damping
of
properties
of the PDMS-containing
polymer-grafted
GO were
slightlyasenhanced,
as indicated
the
the PDMS-containing
polymer-grafted
GO were slightly
enhanced,
indicated by
the higherby
tan
higher
tan
delta
values
(Figure
6b).
This
is
highly
desirable
from
a
photoactuation
performance
point
delta values (Figure 6b). This is highly desirable from a photoactuation performance point of view
of view
because
physical
entanglements
GO–PBMA
provide
flexibility
prepared
because
physical
entanglements
and and
GO–PBMA
can can
provide
the the
bestbest
flexibility
in in
thethe
prepared
composite.
In fact,
this this
is in is
good
agreement
with the
activation
energies
determined
from the
dielectric
composite.
In fact,
in good
agreement
with
the activation
energies
determined
from
the
dielectric spectroscopy
will be by
confirmed
by the photoactuation
investigation
(see below).
spectroscopy
and will be and
confirmed
the photoactuation
investigation
(see below).

Figure
6. Dependence
thestorage
storagemodulus
modulus(a)
(a)and
and tan
tan δ
δ (b)
neat
Figure
6. Dependence
ofof
the
(b) for
for aabroad
broadtemperature
temperaturerange
rangeforfor
neat
PDMS
(black
solid
line)
and
for
PDMS
composites
containing
0.1
vol
%
of
neat
GO
(red
dash
dot
line),
PDMS (black solid line) and for PDMS composites containing 0.1 vol % of neat GO (red dash dot line),
GO–PMMA (blue dashed line) and GO–PBMA (green dash-dot-dot line).
GO–PMMA (blue dashed line) and GO–PBMA (green dash-dot-dot line).

To investigate the effect of the filler loading on the mechanical performance, the composites with
To
investigate
the
effect of i.e.,
the those
filler containing
loading onGO–PBMA
the mechanical
performance,
the most
promising
properties,
particles
with various the
fillercomposites
loadings
with
the
most
promising
properties,
i.e.,
those
containing
GO–PBMA
particles
with
filler
(0.1, 0.5 and 1 vol %), were investigated (Figure 7). It can be clearly seen that below various
the Tg, the
loadings
(0.1,
0.5
and
1
vol
%),
were
investigated
(Figure
7).
It
can
be
clearly
seen
that
below
the
materials exhibited nearly the same behavior. Over the Tg, the samples with a higher filler loadingTg ,
the(0.5
materials
exhibited
nearly athe
same behavior.
the Tg , moduli
the samples
with
higher
filler loading
and 1 vol
%) exhibited
significant
drop inOver
the storage
(Figure
7a)a with
a subsequent
(0.5increase
and 1 vol
exhibitedbefore
a significant
in thecan
storage
moduli
(Figure 7a) with
a subsequent
to a%)
maximum
melting.drop
The drop
be caused
by interactions
between
the GOincrease
a maximum
before
melting.
The which
drop can
be caused
by interactions
GO-PBMA
PBMAtoparticles
and the
polymer
matrix,
make
the PDMS
matrix morebetween
flexible, the
as described
above.and
Thisthe
behavior
canmatrix,
also bewhich
connected
thePDMS
decreased
activation
energy,as
which
is in good
particles
polymer
maketothe
matrix
more flexible,
described
above.
agreement
our be
previous
observations.
After theactivation
melting ofenergy,
the crystalline
theagreement
present
This
behaviorwith
can also
connected
to the decreased
which isphase,
in good
GO–PBMA
particles
still act as After
a reinforcing
filler of
from
storage modulus
point
of view.
The Tg
with
our previous
observations.
the melting
the acrystalline
phase, the
present
GO–PBMA
slightly
shifted
to
a
lower
temperature
for
all
the
filler
contents
(Figure
7b),
which
indicated
the
particles still act as a reinforcing filler from a storage modulus point of view. The Tg slightly shifted
of the GO–PBMA
in the glass
transition
process.
The right
shoulder is most
to aintervention
lower temperature
for all theparticles
filler contents
(Figure
7b), which
indicated
the intervention
of the
likely
connected
to
the
physical
interactions
of
the
polymer
chains
of
GO–PBMA
with
the
PDMS
GO–PBMA particles in the glass transition process. The right shoulder is most likely connected to
matrix, which were already described in Figure 7a. Moreover, the damping behavior of the
composites was enhanced with an increase in the filler content, which indicated the relatively high
energy dissipation caused by the more flexible structure present in the GO–PBMA/PDMS composites.
It can be concluded that the modification of GO with various polymers can affect the mechanical
performance; i.e., the storage moduli can be tailored using various modifications, and the polymer
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the physical interactions of the polymer chains of GO–PBMA with the PDMS matrix, which were
already described in Figure 7a. Moreover, the damping behavior of the composites was enhanced
with an increase in the filler content, which indicated the relatively high energy dissipation caused
by the more flexible structure present in the GO–PBMA/PDMS composites. It can be concluded that
the modification of GO with various polymers can affect the mechanical performance; i.e., the storage
moduli can be tailored using various modifications, and the polymer modification of GO particles in
PDMS composites significantly contributes to the increasing energy dissipation due to the improved
flexibility
and
provides an enhanced damping behavior.
Polymers 2017,
9, 264
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Figure7.7.Dependence
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thestorage
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%
(red
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dot
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and
1
vol
%
(blue
dashed
line).
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3.7.Thermal
ThermalConductivity
Conductivity
3.7.
Accordingtoto
a previous
study
the thermal
conductivity
is another
crucial parameter
According
a previous
study
[19],[19],
the thermal
conductivity
is another
crucial parameter
affecting
affecting
the
photoactuation
performance.
As
seen
in
Table
2,
the
pure
PDMS
matrix
has
a
thermal
the photoactuation performance. As seen in Table 2, the pure PDMS matrix has a thermal conductivity
−1, and it increased with the increasing amount of filler for all the
conductivity
of
0.071
W
mK
−
1
of 0.071 W mK , and it increased with the increasing amount of filler for all the investigated samples.
investigated
samples.compatibility
Due to the improved
with the
PMMAchains
and PBMA
polymer
chains
Due
to the improved
with thecompatibility
PMMA and PBMA
polymer
attached
on the
GO
attached
on
the
GO
surface,
these
samples
exhibited
improved
thermal
conductivities
compared
to
surface, these samples exhibited improved thermal conductivities compared to the neat GO. The best
the
neat
GO.
The
best
thermal
conductivity
was
found
for
the
composites
containing
the
GO–PBMA
thermal conductivity was found for the composites containing the GO–PBMA particles. Thus, these
particles. Thus,
these composites
cancontribution
provide a significant
contribution
to enhanced
photoactuation
composites
can provide
a significant
to enhanced
photoactuation
capabilities
due to the
capabilities due
to the significantly
improved
distribution within the samples.
significantly
improved
heat distribution
withinheat
the samples.
Table2.2.Thermal
Thermalconductivity
conductivityof
ofpure
purePDMS
PDMSand
andPDMS
PDMScomposites
compositeswith
withvarious
variousfiller
fillerloadings.
loadings.
Table
Sample Code
Sample
Code
pure
PDMS
0.1pure
vol %
neat GO/PDMS
PDMS
0.5%vol
% neat
GO/PDMS
0.1 vol
neat
GO/PDMS
0.5 vol1 %
GO/PDMS
volneat
% neat
GO/PDMS
1 vol
% neat
GO/PDMS
0.1 vol
% GO
–PMMA/PDMS
0.1 vol % GO–PMMA/PDMS
0.5 vol % GO–PMMA/PDMS
0.5 vol % GO–PMMA/PDMS
% GO–PMMA/PDMS
1 vol1%vol
GO–PMMA/PDMS
0.1%vol
% GO–PBMA/PDMS
0.1 vol
GO–PBMA/PDMS
0.5 vol
GO–PBMA/PDMS
0.5%vol
% GO–PBMA/PDMS
1 vol % GO–PBMA/PDMS
1 vol % GO–PBMA/PDMS

Thermal Conductivity (W·mK−1)
Thermal Conductivity
(W·mK−1 )
0.071
0.144
0.071
0.156
0.144
0.156
0.161
0.161
0.153
0.153
0.174
0.174
0.209
0.209
0.151
0.151
0.186
0.186
0.250
0.250

3.8.
3.8.Photoactuation
PhotoactuationPerformance
Performance
The
Thephotoactuation
photoactuationperformance
performancewas
wasinvestigated
investigatedfor
forvarious
variouscomposite
compositecompositions,
compositions,and
andthe
the
impact
impactof
ofthe
thefiller
fillermodification
modificationand
andthe
thefiller
fillerloading
loadingon
onthe
thefinal
finalproperties
propertieswas
waselucidated.
elucidated.As
Asseen
seen

in Figure 8, the pure matrix showed some actuation performance. The determined maximum value
of actuation, ΔL, was 7.1 μm, and the recovery time was 30 s. The addition of 0.1 vol % of neat GO
particles increased the maximum value of the actuation to 9.1 μm, and this was likely due to the
improved heat transfer that was observed during the thermal conductivity measurement. However,
the recovery time was the same as that for the pure PDMS matrix. In the case of the GO–PMMA-
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in Figure 8, the pure matrix showed some actuation performance. The determined maximum value
of actuation, ∆L, was 7.1 µm, and the recovery time was 30 s. The addition of 0.1 vol % of neat GO
particles increased the maximum value of the actuation to 9.1 µm, and this was likely due to the
improved heat transfer that was observed during the thermal conductivity measurement. However,
the recovery time was the same as that for the pure PDMS matrix. In the case of the GO–PMMA-based
composite, the maximum actuation increased to 9.4 µm, and the recovery time was shortened to
25 s. A similar behavior was obtained for the sample containing GO–PBMA particles. The actuation
performance was 11.8 µm, and the recovery time similar to that of the GO–PMMA composites was
achieved. The main reason for this capability is the proper incorporation of the GO–PMMA and
Polymers 2017, 9,
264
11heat
of 13
GO–PBMA
particles
into the PDMS matrix, which causes better shape recovery and improved
Polymers 2017, 9, 264
11 of 13
transitions within the samples.

Figure 8. Photoactuation performance of the pure PDMS (a) and the PDMS composites containing 0.1
Photoactuation
performance
ofofthe
and
thethe
PDMS
composites
containing
0.1
Figure
Photoactuation
performance
thepure
purePDMS
PDMS
and
PDMS
composites
containing
vol % of8.neat
GO (b), GO–PMMA
(c) and
GO–PBMA
(d).(a)(a)
vol vol
% of
GOGO
(b),(b),
GO–PMMA
(c) and
GO–PBMA
(d).(d).
0.1
%neat
of neat
GO–PMMA
(c) and
GO–PBMA
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are plotted
in Figure
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theresults
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results
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9. In
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in Figure
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5improvement
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surface
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4. Conclusions
In summary, this study investigated the influence of grafting polymer chains from a GO surface
on the properties of the resulting PDMS-based composites. Short PMMA or PBMA polymer chains
were grafted from the GO surface via SI-ATRP, and a slight reduction of the GO surface during the
grafting was determined using Raman spectroscopy and conductivity measurements. The contact
angle measurements confirmed the improved compatibility of the polymer-grafted GO particles with
the PDMS matrix, especially when the GO was grafted with the PBMA chains. The polymer chain
dynamics were investigated using dielectric spectroscopy, and the Arrhenius equation was applied to
calculate the activation energy of the relaxation around the glass transition temperature. It was found
that the modifications caused a significant decrease in the activation energy and acted as a plasticizer
for the PDMS matrix, which has a positive influence on the photoactuation behavior. This result was
confirmed by the dynamic mechanical analysis.
The thermal conductivity was also improved by the presence of the GO particles, and the
polymer-grafted GO more significantly enhanced the thermal conductivity due to the better
dispersibility of the particles in the PDMS matrix. Finally, the photoactuation performance was
elucidated, and it was found that the composites including the GO–PBMA particles had the best
capability due to the more flexible polymer chains and better heat distribution within the PDMS matrix.
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Abstract: This study is focused on the controllable reduction of the graphene oxide (GO) during
the surface-initiated atom transfer radical polymerization technique of glycidyl methacrylate
(GMA). The successful modification was confirmed using TGA-FTIR analysis and TEM microscopy
observation of the polymer shell. The simultaneous reduction of the GO particles was confirmed
indirectly via TGA and directly via Raman spectroscopy and electrical conductivity investigations.
Enhanced compatibility of the GO-PGMA particles with a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) elastomeric
matrix was proven using contact angle measurements. Prepared composites were further investigated
through the dielectric spectroscopy to provide information about the polymer chain mobility through
the activation energy. Dynamic mechanical properties investigation showed an excellent mechanical
response on the dynamic stimulation at a broad temperature range. Thermal conductivity evaluation
also confirmed the further photo-actuation capability properties at light stimulation of various
intensities and proved that composite material consisting of GO-PGMA particles provide systems
with a significantly enhanced capability in comparison with neat GO as well as neat PDMS matrix.
Keywords: graphene oxide; reduction; SI-ATRP; photo-responsive material; light-stimuli material;
dielectrics; poly (glycidyl methacrylate); dynamic mechanical analysis

1. Introduction
Smart materials belong to a group of matters. Such physical properties can be changed
upon external stimulus i.e., electric [1–4] or magnetic field [5–8], pH [9–12], temperature [13–16], or
light [17–20]. The systems exhibiting reversible photo-actuation and light-responsive properties are
vital for the research community only during the last decade while the rest of the above mentioned
properties have been part of the research community over the past 30 years. Therefore, there are still
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many drawbacks in this topic like stability of the systems or even performance, which reversibly
contracts or elongates the polymer composite sample upon light stimulation. Materials exhibiting
this phenomenon can find utilization in various systems controlling the damping properties [21],
sensing [22], or haptic displays [23]. Therefore, the broad applications belong to the field of
electronic [24], civil engineering [25], or medicine [26], respectively.
In these applications, the graphene oxide (GO) particles as a part of smart systems were properly
investigated due to their unique properties, i.e., good dispersibility in the surrounding media [27],
possible post-functionalization [28], are easily reduced, and, therefore, provide tunability of the
electrical conductivity [29]. There are various approaches regarding how to reduce the GO particles
such as treatment with hydrazine [30], reduction in the acidic environment [31], or simultaneous
reduction of GO during the surface-initiated atom transfer radical polymerization (SI-ATRP) [32].
Due to the high requirements in the above mentioned applications on the final material and from
the mechanical and stability point of view, the utilization of poly (dimethyl siloxanes) PDMS is very
frequent [33]. Such PDMS material can be either tailored by cross-linking density or using the addition
of silicone oil and a curing agent. However, there is still a lack of compatibility of PDMS with common
fillers such as MWCNT, graphene, or even GO and, therefore, such fillers need to be modified in
order to improve compatibility and dispersibility as well as overall properties of prepared composite
materials. There are various techniques of modification using surfactants [34], but such systems
are rather instable or uncontrolled polymerization from the surface, which significantly changes the
properties of filler [35] and, therefore, the SI-ATRP approach seems to be a very convenient method of
surface modification using a variety of monomers [27,32,36,37] or copolymers [38], which significantly
improves the compatibility while the basic physical properties such as mechanical or electrical are
affected only negligibly.
Therefore, this article is focused on the SI-ATRP of glycidyl methacrylate (GMA) from the surface
of GO particles in order to improve their compatibility with PDMS. Successful modification of GO by
short polymer chains was proved using TEM and TGA-FTIR measurements. The compatibility,
mechanical, dielectric, and photo-actuation properties were investigated when special aim was
concentrated on the effect of light intensity on the final photo-actuation performance.
2. Materials and Methods
Graphite (powder, <20 µm, synthetic), sulfuric acid (H2 SO4 , 95%–98%), sodium nitrate (NaNO3 ,
≥99%), potassium permanganate (KMnO4 , 97%), hydrogen peroxide (H2 O2 , 29.0–32.0 wt %),
α-bromoisobutyryl bromide (BiBB, 98%), triethylamine (TEA, ≥99%), glycidyl methacrylate (GMA,
98%), ethyl α-bromoisobutyrate (EBiB, 98%), N,N,N 0 ,N”,N”-pentamethyldiethylenetriamine (PMDETA,
≥99%), copper bromide (CuBr, ≥99%), anisole (99%), and diethyl ether (≥99%) were all purchased
from Sigma Aldrich and were used as received.
The graphene oxide was fabricated from graphite powder by a modified Hummers method [39].
The product was separated in a high-speed centrifuge (Sorvall LYNX 4000, Thermo Scientific, Waltham,
MA, USA) operating at 10,000 rpm for 20 min at 25 ◦ C. The cleaning routine was based on the dispersion
of the GO in 0.1 M HCl and their re–separation in a centrifugal field. The procedure was repeated
with distilled water several times until the pH has reached a value of 7. Afterward, the particles
were lyophilized in order to remove the residual amount of water after purification and remove the
brown powder that was obtained. The initiator BiBB was immobilized, according to the procedure
described in detail elsewhere [32]. Two various polymerizations from the surface of GO particles
in order to prepare poly (glycidyl methacrylate)-modified GO (GO-PGMA and GO-PGMA-2), were
performed by the following procedure. The molar ratio of reactants [GMA]:[EBiB]:[CuBr]:[PMDETA]
was [100]:[1]:[1]:[4] and [100]:[1]:[1]:[2] while anisole (50 vol. %) was used as a solvent. The presence of
oxygen was minimized by degassing the system by several freeze-pump-thaw cycles and after the
last cycle by filling the system with argon. Lastly, the CuBr catalyst was added under argon flow and
polymerization was carried out at 60 ◦ C for 4 h and at 50 ◦ C for 12 h for polymerizations performed
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with 4:1 and 2:1 ratio of PMDETA to CuBr, respectively. The product was purified by filtration using
DMF, acetone, and diethyl ether and dried using lyophilization.
1 H nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra were recorded at 25 ◦ C using an instrument
(400 MHz VNMRS Varian, Tokyo, Japan) with deuterated chloroform (CDCl3 ) as a solvent. The 1 H
NMR was used to determine the monomer conversion from the ratio of area of peaks assigned to
PGMA to the area of peaks assigned to both PGMA and GMA (Figure 1). The molar mass and
polydispersity (Ð) of PGMA chains were investigated using gel permeation chromatography (GPC)
on the GPC instrument (PLGPC220, Agilent, Hachioji, Japan) equipped with GPC columns (Waters
515 pump, two PPS SDV 5 lm columns (diameter of 8 mm, length of 300 mm, 500 Å + 105 Å)) and a
Waters 410 differential refractive index detector tempered to 30 ◦ C. The neat GO and GO with a grafted
PGMA polymer layer were observed using a transmission electron microscope (TEM, JEM-2100Plus,
Jeol, Tokyo, Japan). The samples for the TEM analysis were prepared by dispersing the particles in
acetone using mechanical stirring for 5 and 2 min of sonication and dropping the resultant suspension
onto a copper grid. The Raman Shift (3 scans, resolution of 2 cm−1 ) were collected on a Nicolet DXR
(Nicolet, Rhinelander, WI, USA) using an excitation wavelength of 532 nm. The integration time
was 30 s while the laser power on the surface was set to 1 mW. The powders under investigation
were compressed to the form of pellets (diameter of 13 mm, thickness app 1 mm). The pellets were
used for electrical conductivity measurements using a two-point method (Keithley 6517B, Cleveland,
OH, USA). The contact angle (CA) values were evaluated from the static sessile drop method on
the pellets carried out on a Surface Energy Evaluation system equipped with a CCD camera (Advex
Instruments, Brno, Czech Republic). A droplet (5 µL) of PDMS was carefully dripped onto the surface
and the CA value was recorded. The presented CA results are the average values from 10 independent
measurements. The thermo-oxidation decomposition of the samples was on-line monitored using
a thermogravimetric analyzer (TGA) operating in an oxygen atmosphere coupled with FTIR with a
help of Nicolet iS10 equipped with TGA-IR module (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). In the
Figure 2, the highlighted bands are those where the FTIR signal was collected in order to prove the
presence of the various components in the GO-based powders.
The composites containing various amount of GO-based particles were prepared using the
following standard procedure: PDMS (Sylgard 184, Atlanta, GA, USA) was mixed with silicone oil
and subsequently a cross-linker was added in ratios of PDMS: silicone oil: cross-linker 7/3/1 and,
lastly, 0.1 vol. % of the particles was added before the curing. In the case of the neat PDMS matrix, we
further investigated the same ratio of PDMS in this paper. Silicone oil and a cross-linker was used but
without the addition of the particles. In the case of all samples, the mixtures were degassed using a
vacuum oven in the four cycles at 10 mbar at room temperature and then placed into the oven and
cured at an elevated temperature set to 60 ◦ C for 6 h.
The thermal conductivity was measured by one side contact method using the TCi model (C-Term
Technologies, Vancouver, BC, Canada). The viscoelastic properties of both the nanocomposite and
pure polymer matrix were studied through the dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) in tensile mode.
All measurements were performed at a linear viscoelastic region. The measurement was done at 1 Hz
in the temperature range from −150 to 150 ◦ C. To provide information about how the modification of
the GO with PGMA grafts influences the strain of the materials, a dependence of the storage and loss
moduli was plotted against the change in the length ∆L, i.e., parameter specified in the experimental
photo-actuation investigations. The measurements were performed at 1 Hz and at 25 ◦ C. The dielectric
spectroscopy ranged from a temperature of −150 to 100 ◦ C and ranged in frequency from 10−1 to
107 Hz, which were employed to investigate the polymer chains dynamics.
The glass transition process was evaluated through activation energies calculated from the
Arrhenius equation (Equation (1)) in order to see the effect of modification on the relaxation processes
in the PDMS based composites.


Ea
,
(1)
f β = f ∞ exp
kB T
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energy, 𝑓∞ is the pre-exponential factor, T is thermodynamic temperature,
and kB is the Boltzmann constant.
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The photo-actuation ability of both the matrix and composite samples was investigated using
The photo-actuation ability of both the matrix and composite samples was investigated using
thermal mechanical analysis (TMA, Mettler Toledo, Columbus, OH, USA), which was previously
thermal mechanical analysis (TMA, Mettler Toledo, Columbus, OH, USA), which was previously
published [15]. Red LED diode (Luxeon Rebell, Philips, Amsterdam, the Netherlands) was used for
published [15]. Red LED diode (Luxeon Rebell, Philips, Amsterdam, the Netherlands) was used for
irradiation. Irradiation was applied for 10 s at 627 nm with 6, 9, and 12 mW light source intensity
irradiation. Irradiation was applied for 10 s at 627 nm with 6, 9, and 12 mW light source intensity
under 10% pre-strain of the samples. The maximum value of actuation is characterized by a change
under 10% pre-strain of the samples. The maximum value of actuation is characterized by a change in
in sample length during the exposition to light, ΔL = (L0 − L)/L0, where L0 is the length of non-irradiated
sample length during the exposition to light, ∆L = (L0 − L)/L0 , where L0 is the length of non-irradiated
sample and L is the length of an irradiated sample.
sample and L is the length of an irradiated sample.
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and
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(Figure
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Raman
(Figure The
4) were
investigated
degree
of(Figure
GO and
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GO-PGMA particles.
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variously reduced GO-PGMA particles. The intensities ratios (ID/IG) were found to be 0.9 for neat GO
and
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and
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GO-PGMA
1 (Figure 14b)
and GO-PGMA
2 (Figure
4c) corresponding
to the
(Figure
and
1.08for
and
1.26 for GO-PGMA
(Figure
4b) and GO-PGMA
2 (Figure
4c) corresponding
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conductivities
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1.2
×
10
to the determined conductivities of 1.2 × 10−8 S·cm−1, 5 × 10−7 S·cm−1, and 2.3 × 10−3 S·cm−1, respectively.
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the during
SI-ATRP
process,
which
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The ratios
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and controllable
reduction
the
SI-ATRP
process,
which
is very
for
further
industrial
applications.
promising for further industrial applications.
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properties
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material.
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insample
the sample
to
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can be mainly
for mechanical
instabilities
during a repeatable
due
the compatibility
weak compatibility
can be responsible
mainly responsible
for mechanical
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during a
mechanical
load
or,
in
the
case
of
materials
with
desired
electrical
or
thermal
conductivities,
lead
repeatable mechanical load or, in the case of materials with desired electrical or can
thermal
to
their
suffered
performances.
Therefore,
the
contact
angle
values
of
PDMS
drops,
as
the
elastomeric
conductivities, can lead to their suffered performances. Therefore, the contact angle values of PDMS
matrix
this study, onto
theused
surface
of pellets
from theofneat
GO prepared
or GO-PGMA
drops, used
as theinelastomeric
matrix
in this
study,prepared
onto the surface
pellets
fromparticles,
the neat
which
were
investigated
(Figure
5).
It
can
be
clearly
seen
that
the
contact
angle
of
neat
GO
was
GO or GO-PGMA particles, which were investigated (Figure 5). It can be clearly seen that the contact
◦ ± 3.2◦ , which showed relatively poor compatibility while the modification
determined
to
be
49.9
angle of neat GO was determined to be 49.9° ± 3.2°, which showed relatively poor compatibility while
◦ and,
of
GO with short
of PGMA
decreased
the decreased
contact angle
to 40.1◦angle
± 1.3
thethe
modification
of thepolymer
GO withchains
short polymer
chains
of PGMA
the contact
to 40.1°
therefore,
wettability
thebetween
PDMS and
surface due surface
to the presence
of
± 1.3° and,improved
therefore,the
improved
the between
wettability
the GO-PGMA
PDMS and GO-PGMA
due to the
the
aliphatic
polymer
backbone.
In
this
case,
the
influence
of
various
conductivities
was
not
proven
presence of the aliphatic polymer backbone. In this case, the influence of various conductivities was
and
contact and
angles
wereangles
in the were
rangeinofthe
error.
However,
contactsthe
angles
wereangles
not so were
low as
was
not proven
contact
range
of error.the
However,
contacts
not
so
previously
found
by
our
research
group
for
PMMA
or
PBMA
grafts
[36].
low as was previously found by our research group for PMMA or PBMA grafts [36].

Figure 3. TGA analysis (a,c,e) with on-line monitoring of the FTIR spectra (b,d,f) for neat GO (a,b);
Figure 3. TGA
analysis
(a,c,e)
with on-line
monitoring of the FTIR spectra (b,d,f) for neat GO (a,b);
GO-iniciator,
and
(c,d) and
GO-PGMA
(e,f) particles.
GO-iniciator, and (c,d) and GO-PGMA (e,f) particles.
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Figure
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GO-PGMA 1;
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Figure
4. 4.Raman
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(b) GO-PGMA
GO-PGMA2;2;and
and(c)(c)particles
particles
and
Figure
4.
Raman
spectra
of
the
neat
GO
(a)
GO-PGMA
1;
(b)
GO-PGMA
2;
and
(c)
particles
and
corresponding
chemical
structures.
corresponding chemical structures.
corresponding chemical structures.

Figure 4. Raman spectra of the neat GO (a) GO-PGMA 1; (b) GO-PGMA 2; and (c) particles and
corresponding chemical structures.

Figure 5. Images from CCD camera of the 5 µ L PDMS droplets on the neat GO (a) and GO-PGMA (b).

Figure
5. Images
from
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onthe
theneat
neatGO
GO(a)(a)
and
GO-PGMA
Figure
5. Images
fromCCD
CCDcamera
cameraof
ofthe
the 55 µL
µ L PDMS droplets
and
GO-PGMA
(b).(b).
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as
the
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Figure 6. (a) Images of the neat PDMS and prepared composites and (b) Images from CCD camera of
the 5 µ L water droplets on the neat PDMS and various composites. Line 1 represents measurements
for as-prepared samples while line 2 represents the measurements of the samples after 7 days of
storage at RT.
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Investigations of dielectric properties (Figure 7) is very important due to the fact that, with the
properties (Figure
is very
important due to the
fact that, with
help of Investigations
measurement of
in dielectric
a broad temperature
range7)and
frequency-dependent
permittivity,
it isthe
help
of
measurement
in
a
broad
temperature
range
and
frequency-dependent
permittivity,
it
is
possible
possible to calculate Ea of the glass transition and Tg, which provides information about the polymer
to calculate
thepresence
glass transition
and Tg , which
information
the polymer
chain
chain
flexibilityEainofthe
of GO particles.
In ourprovides
study, however,
the about
prepared
composites
flexibility
in
the
presence
of
GO
particles.
In
our
study,
however,
the
prepared
composites
exhibited
exhibited a rather strong electrical response to the applied electric field and, therefore, obtained ε′ a
0 and ε” exhibited
strong electrical
response
to the and
applied
field and,
obtained
andrather
ε″ exhibited
electrode
polarization
wereelectric
not suitable
for therefore,
Ea calculation
[40].ε Therefore,
the
0
electrode
polarization
and
were
not
suitable
for
E
calculation
[40].
Therefore,
the
expression
of
M
a
expression of M′ and M″ was used, which was mainly M″ according to Equation (2). Therefore, thisand
M” was
used,
which
M” according
Equation
(2).spectra
Therefore,
this quantity
used
quantity
was
also
usedwas
for mainly
the interpretation
of to
the
dielectric
in Figure
5. Herewas
thealso
peak
◦
for the
interpretation
of the
in be
Figure
Here
the peak around
−120 C indicating the
around
−120
°C indicating
the dielectric
presence spectra
of Tg can
seen5.for
all investigated
samples.
presence of Tg can be seen for all investigated samples.

Figure 7. 3D plots of the dielectric properties of the neat PDMS matrix, (a) neat GO-PDMS; (b)
Figure
7. 3D plots
theGO-PGMA
dielectric properties
of 0.1
thevol.
neat%PDMS
matrix,
(a) neat GO-PDMS; (b) GOGO-PGMA
1; (c)ofand
2; (d) All at
content
in PDMS.
PGMA 1; (c) and GO-PGMA 2; (d) All at 0.1 vol. % content in PDMS.

From the position of the maxima of this peak at various temperatures, the Ea of Tg was calculated
From thetoposition
of the
maxima
of this
peak at
theseen
Ea ofthat
Tg was
according
Equation
(1) and
results
are listed
invarious
Table 1.temperatures,
It can be clearly
the calculated
highest Ea of
according
to
Equation
(1)
and
results
are
listed
in
Table
1.
It
can
be
clearly
seen
that
the
a of −1
45.70 kJ·mol−1 was found for neat PDMS by following the neat GO composite with Ea ofhighest
36.57 kJE·mol
.
−1
45.70
kJ·
mol
was
found
for
neat
PDMS
by
following
the
neat
GO
composite
with
E
a of 36.57 kJ·mol−1.
The sample GO-PGMA 1 with 0.1 volume percentage of particles of lower conductivity possess only a
Theslight
sample
GO-PGMA
1 with 0.1anvolume
percentage
of particles
of after
lowermodification
conductivitywhile
possess
decrease
in Ea showing
improved
PDMS chain
mobility
the only
sample
a slight
decrease
in
E
a showing an improved PDMS chain mobility after modification while the
GO-PGMA 2 with same particle loading. However, with significantly higher conductivity possesses
sample
GO-PGMA
2 with
particle
However,
significantly−1higher
conductivity
significantly
better
chainsame
mobility
and,loading.
lastly, the
lowest Ewith
further
enhanced the
a of 23.80 kJ·mol
possesses
significantly
better
chain
mobility
and,
lastly,
the
lowest
E
a of 23.80 kJ·mol−1 further
photo-actuation capability. These results indicate that the presence of the GO-PGMA particles in the
enhanced
the significantly
photo-actuation
capability.
These results
indicate
the due
presence
thethat
GO-PGMA
composite
improves
the flexibility
of the
PDMSthat
chains
to theoffact
the energy
particles
in the
significantly
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the flexibility
of shown
the PDMS
chains
to the
factalso
necessary
forcomposite
the polymer
chain movement
is lower.
As it will be
below,
thesedue
results
were
thatconfirmed
the energy
necessary
for
the
polymer
chain
movement
is
lower.
As
it
will
be
shown
below,
these
by the investigation of DMA and photo-actuation performance since the results from these
results were also confirmed by the investigation of DMA and photo-actuation performance since the
experiments well-correlates with these dielectric investigations.
results from these experiments well-correlates with these dielectric investigations.
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Table 1. Activation energies of a glass transition process for pure PDMS and PDMS composites with
variously conducting particles.
−1
◦
Sample Code

pure PDMS
Sample
Code
0.1 vol %
neatPDMS
GO/PDMS
pure
0.1 vol % GO-PGMA 1/PDMS
0.1
% neat GO/PDMS
0.1
volvol
% GO-PGMA
2/PDMS

0.1 vol % GO-PGMA 1/PDMS
0.1 vol % GO-PGMA 2/PDMS

Ea (kJ·mol

) of T g (−120 C)

45.70
Ea (kJ·
mol−1) of Tg (−120 °C)
36.57
45.70
31.32
36.57
23.80
31.32
23.80

Dynamic mechanical properties (Figure 8) are one of the most crucial factors influencing the
applicability
of materials
as photo-actuation
systems.
Reversible
contraction/elongation
of the sample
Dynamic
mechanical
properties (Figure
8) are one
of the most
crucial factors influencing
the
by applicability
light stimulation
is
a
rather
dynamic
process
and,
therefore,
investigation
upon
dynamic
of materials as photo-actuation systems. Reversible contraction/elongation of theconditions
sample
is very
important.
As can
in dynamic
Figure 8a,process
the storage
below
Tg were nearly
same for
by light
stimulation
is be
a seen
rather
and,moduli
therefore,
investigation
uponthe
dynamic
all conditions
investigated
samples.
The first
be seen8a,
above
Tg when
the lowest
is very
important.
As difference
can be seencan
in Figure
the storage
moduli
below storage
Tg weremodulus
nearly
was
obtained
for
neat
PDMS
and
was
followed
by
the
GO-PGMA
sample.
The
highest
values
were
the same for all investigated samples. The first difference can be seen above Tg when the lowest
observed
samples
neat
GOPDMS
particles.
A similar
situation
above
the melting
storage for
modulus
wascontaining
obtained for
neat
and was
followed
by the occurs
GO-PGMA
sample.
The
highest
values
wereGO
observed
for samples
containing
GO particles.
A similar situation
occurs
region
when
the neat
possessed
the highest
storageneat
modulus.
This observation
can be explained
thecovalent
melting region
when
the neat
GO
possessed
the highest
storage
This [44].
observation
by above
possible
bonding
between
the
PDMS
and hydroxyl
groups
ofmodulus.
GO particles
Since the
can
be
explained
by
possible
covalent
bonding
between
the
PDMS
and
hydroxyl
groups
of chains
GO
amount of the hydroxyl groups significantly decreased due to both the modification with PGMA
particles
[44]. Since
theGO
amount
of seen
the hydroxyl
groups
significantly
decreased response
due to both
the
and
the reduction
of the
(clearly
from Figures
3 and
4), the mechanical
is mostly
modification
with
PGMA
chains
and
the
reduction
of
the
GO
(clearly
seen
from
Figures
3
and
4),
the
based on the good compatibility of the GO-PGMA particles with the PDMS. From the temperature
mechanical
response
is
mostly
based
on
the
good
compatibility
of
the
GO-PGMA
particles
with
the
dependence of the tan δ (Figure 8b), it can be seen that the peak of tan δ for the sample containing
PDMS.
From
the
temperature
dependence
of
the
tan
δ
(Figure
8b),
it
can
be
seen
that
the
peak
of
tan
GO-PGMA decreased when compared with pure PDMS or PDMS filled with neat GO, which indicated
δ for the sample containing GO-PGMA decreased when compared with pure PDMS or PDMS filled
enhanced compatibility of GO-PGMA with the PDMS matrix. Yet, the absolute value of tan δ after all
with neat GO, which indicated enhanced compatibility of GO-PGMA with the PDMS matrix. Yet, the
transitions was higher for GO-PGMA than for PDMS matrix and PDMS containing neat GO due to
absolute value of tan δ after all transitions was higher for GO-PGMA than for PDMS matrix and
the fact that physical entanglements of PGMA short polymer chains provide more flexible structure
PDMS containing neat GO due to the fact that physical entanglements of PGMA short polymer chains
than in the case of GO with possible covalent bonding to the PDMS. Composites consisting of various
provide more flexible structure than in the case of GO with possible covalent bonding to the PDMS.
GO-PGMA
with different conductivities show nearly the same mechanical behavior. The differences
Composites consisting of various GO-PGMA with different conductivities show nearly the same
were
in the range
of error.
Therefore,were
onlyinthe
consisting
of GO-PGMA
particles
with higher
mechanical
behavior.
The differences
theone
range
of error. Therefore,
only the
one consisting
of
conductivities
are
shown
in
Figure
8.
Therefore,
it
can
be
stated
that
GO-PGMA/PDMS
composite
GO-PGMA particles with higher conductivities are shown in Figure 8. Therefore, it can be stated
that
provides
a system with
enhancedprovides
damping
and alsowith
withenhanced
improveddamping
flexibility
of also
the composite
system,
GO-PGMA/PDMS
composite
a system
and
with improved
which
well-correlates
with dielectric
studies
and which is
in the
same studies
time highly
suitable
flexibility
of the composite
system, which
well-correlates
with
dielectric
and which
is infor
thethe
photo-actuation
point
of
view.
same time highly suitable for the photo-actuation point of view.

Figure
8. Dependenceofofthe
thestorage
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modulus (a)
(a) and
and tan
tan δδ (b)
forfor
neat
Figure
8. Dependence
(b) for
for broad
broadtemperature
temperaturerange
range
neat
PDMS
(black
solid
line)
and
for
PDMS
composites
containing
0.1
vol
%
of
neat
GO
(red
dash
dot
line)
PDMS (black solid line) and for PDMS composites containing 0.1 vol % of neat GO (red dash dot line)
GO-PGMA
2 (blue
dashedline).
line).
andand
GO-PGMA
2 (blue
dashed

In order to investigate the mechanical properties of the prepared composites, dependence on the
In order
to investigate
properties
of the prepared
composites,
change
in the
length ∆L inthe
themechanical
range of potential
photo-actuation
on the
viscoelasticdependence
moduli wereon
themeasured.
change in the
length
∆L
in
the
range
of
potential
photo-actuation
on
the
viscoelastic
moduli were
Various natures of the filler can provide the system with multiple mechanical
measured.
Various
natures
ofdeformation
the filler canobtained
provide during
the system
with multipleAs
mechanical
performances
performances
at the
strain
light-stimulation.
can be seen
in Figure
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at the strain deformation obtained during light-stimulation. As can be seen in Figure 9, the composite
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of the
particles
has the
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values
of the storage
modulus.
consisting
of the
neat GO
particles
hasneat
the GO
highest
values
of the
storage
modulus.
However,
the
However, the significant drop is visible at lower deformations. However, the GO-PGMA-based
significant drop is visible at lower deformations. However, the GO-PGMA-based composites show
composites show lower values, which corresponds to their softer nature and higher possible
lower values, which corresponds to their softer nature and higher possible elongation. According to
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thermal conductivity. The first and the third factors are responsible for more effective heat transport
and homogeneous heat redistribution. The second mentioned factor ensures good flexibility, which is
very important for reversible actuation and positively influences the overall performance.
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4. Conclusions
In this paper, the successful grafting of the PGMA on the surface of the GO particles was performed
by SI-ATRP and confirmed using TGA-FTIR and TEM investigations. Simultaneous reduction of
GO during SI-ATRP was proven by Raman spectroscopy and electrical conductivity measurements.
The enhanced compatibility of PDMS with GO after its modification with PGMA chains was confirmed
by the contact angle measurements of PDMS drops on the GO and GO-PGMA pellets. Lower Ea
of Tg of PDMS chains in the GO-PGMA/PDMS composite calculated from dielectric measurements
compared with neat PDMS or GO/PDMS composite pointed to higher polymer chain dynamics thanks
to the incorporation of GO-PGMA nanoparticles. Important mechanical performance upon dynamic
conditions was investigated using DMA at a broad temperature range and it was found that GO
surface modification provides the materials with enhanced damping properties, which positively
affects the photo-actuation performance. Lastly, the photo-actuation capability measurements showed
significantly improved performance of GO-PGMA-based composites due to the improved dispersibility,
enhanced flexibility, and increased thermal conductivity. All these aspects provided the system with
very promising performance and with values suitable for real-life applications.
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Abstract: This study serves to combine two approaches into one single step, to achieve a
significant improvement of the light-induced actuation capabilities. Graphene oxide (GO) is an
inert material, from the electrical and thermal conductivity point of view, and is incompatible
with the usually-used poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) matrix. During surface-modification by
surface-initiated atom transfer radical polymerization, the GO was transformed into a conducting and
compatible material with the PDMS showing enormous light-induced actuation capability. The GO
surface-modification with poly(2-(trimethylsilyloxy)ethyl methacrylate) (PHEMATMS) chains was
confirmed by transmission electron microscopy and thermogravimetric analysis, with an on-line
monitoring of gasses using FTIR. The improved compatibility was elucidated using contact angle and
dielectric properties measurements. The PHEMATMS shell was investigated using gel permeation
chromatography and nuclear magnetic resonance. The improved electric conductivity was measured
using the four-point probe method and by Raman spectroscopy. The very important mechanical
properties were elucidated using dynamic mechanical analysis, and with the help of thermo-mechanic
analysis for the light-induced actuation. The excellent actuation capabilities observed, with changes in
the length of around 0.8% at 10% pre-strain, are very promising from the point of view of applications.
Keywords: light-induced actuation; SI-ATRP; graphene oxide; reduction; dielectrics; dynamic
mechanical analysis

1. Introduction
Materials capable of changing its dimensions, upon encountering certain external stimulus,
reversibly belongs to the group of smart materials [1,2]. Such deformation can be controlled using
various stimuli such as electric [3,4] or magnetic field [5,6], humidity [7,8], temperature [9,10], and
light [11–13]. From these stimuli, only the humidity, temperature and light-induced deformation
provide a non-contact deformation, thus, creating various very-specific applications [14,15].
Materials that show a light-induced capability usually consist of two phases, the filler, and the
polymer matrix. The former includes mainly organic [16,17] and carbon-based fillers [18–20], while
the latter can be formed by various systems. The most frequent matrix is poly(dimethylsiloxane)
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elastomer (PDMS) [20], but in some cases, the thermoplastic elastomers [13], polyurethanes [21], or
rubber compounds [22] have been successfully applied.
In order to obtain materials with sufficient performance, the stiffness of the matrix is a crucial
parameter [20]. There are various methods of providing a material with lower stiffness and improved
elongation, such as addition of the low molecular weight liquids [18] into the matrices, optimizing
the amount of cross-linking agent, in the case of chemically cross-linked systems [6], or designing
the chemical composition of the thermoplastic elastomers by the means of a length of hard and soft
segments [13].
In the case of filler, the crucial parameter is the absorption of light with a wavelength of the
utilized light source [23], a good compatibility with the matrix ensuring maximal heat transfer to
the matrix and proper dispersion, in the matrix, providing an enhanced thermal conductivity, and
homogeneous distribution of the heat within the matrix [24].
Several techniques have been proposed to fulfill the mentioned recommendations. These include
a physical modification of the filler surface by using surfactants, [25], covalent modification of the filler
with low molecular weight compounds or polymeric chains compatible with polymer matrix [26], and
in situ grafting of the filler, during the synthesis of the polymer matrix [13].
In our preceding study, we have shown the influence of the structure of the polymer chains—such
as, poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), poly(n-butyl methacrylate) (PBMA), and poly(glycidyl
methacrylate) (PGMA) which are grafted onto the surface of the graphene oxide (GO) particles—on
the final actuation capability of the PDMS-based photo-actuators [18,27]. Additionally, the effect of the
filler concentration [18] and the polymer chain length [27] has already been investigated.
In this study, in order to further improve the compatibility with the polymer matrix, the
poly(2-(trimethylsilyloxy)ethyl methacrylate) (PHEMATMS) was grafted from the surface of GO
particles and mixed with PDMS and a certain amount of silicon oil, to improve the flexibility of the
matrix. Successful modification of GO surface was confirmed using transmission electron microscopy
and thermogravimetric analysis, with on-line monitoring of gasses, using FTIR. The compatibility was
elucidated using contact angle investigations and dielectric properties. Mechanical performance and
light-induced actuation were investigated by the means of dynamic mechanical analysis and modified
thermo-mechanical analysis, respectively. The application of the surface-initiated atom transfer radical
polymerization (SI-ATRP) technique for grafting of the PHEMATMS onto the GO surface, can provide
partially reduced and polymer-modified GO with an improved compatibility for the PDMS matrix,
leading toward an excellent light-induced actuation, especially for filler concentrations as low as
1 vol.%. According to our knowledge, utilizing silane-based grafts on the surface of GO and mix
them into the PDMS elastomer, for an improvement of the light-induced deformations, has not
been published.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials
Graphite (powder, <20 µm, synthetic) as a precursor of GO; sulfuric acid (H2 SO4 , reagent grade,
95–98%), sodium nitrate (NaNO3 , ACS reagent, ≥99%), potassium permanganate (KMnO4 , 97%) and
hydrogen peroxide (H2 O2 , ACS reagent, 29–32 wt % H2 O2 basis) were used as chemical agents for the
GO sheets formation. GO particles were fabricated by the modified Hummers method from graphite
powder, as was described previously [28]. α-Bromoisobutyryl bromide (BiBB, 98%) was as an initiator,
linked onto the GO surface and the triethyleneamine (TEA, ≥99%), as a proton trap. The GO sheets
were modified with atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) initiator as described previously [29].
2-(trimethylsilyloxy)ethyl methacrylate (HEMATMS, 99%), ethyl α-bromoisobutyrate (EBiB, 98%),
N,N,N0 ,N”,N”-pentamethyldiethylenetriamine (PMDETA, ≥99%), copper bromide (CuBr, ≥99%), and
anisole (99%) were used as a monomer, sacrificial initiator, ligand, catalyst, and solvent, respectively,
for the ATRP. Diethyl ether (ACS reagent, anhydrous, ≥99%) was used to dry the semi and the final
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product. All chemicals were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). For the polymer
matrix, polydimethyl siloxane Silgard 184 (PDMS) from Dow Corning (Midland, MI, USA), and dried
silicone oil M200 from Lukosiol (Kolin, Czech Republic) were used. Tetrahydrofuran (THF, p.a.)
dried by flakes of sodium (99.9%), dimethyl formamide (DMF, p.a.), acetone (p.a.), ethanol (absolute
anhydrous, p.a.), toluene (p.a.), and hydrochloric acid (HCl, 35%, p.a.) were obtained from Penta Labs
(Prague, Czech Republic). Deionized water (DW) was used in all the experiments.
2.2. Surface Initiated Atom Transfer Radical Polymerization
The initiator–modified GO sheets (1 g) were put into a Schlenk flask and evacuated and backfilled
with argon, three times. HEMATMS (146.6 mmol, 32 mL), EBiB (1.466 mmol, 0.215 mL), PMDETA
(5.864 mmol, 1.22 mL), and anisole (32 mL) were pre-purged with argon, at least for 10 min each, and
added into the flask, under an argon flow. The system was degassed by three freeze–pump–thaw cycles
and finally filled with argon. The catalyst CuBr (1.466 mmol, 0.2103 g) was added to the frozen system
under a gentle argon flow. The molar ratio of the reactants [HEMATMS]:[EBiB]:[CuBr]:[PMDETA]
was [100]:[1]:[1]:[4]. Anisole was used as a solvent in an amount of 50 vol %. The flask with
the polymerization mixture was immersed in a 60 ◦ C preheated, silicone oil bath, to initiate the
polymerization process, and stirred at this temperature for two hours. Finally, the polymerization was
stopped by exposing the mixture to air. The product, GO–PHEMATMS, was filtered, cleaned by the
DMF (2 × 200 mL) and acetone (2 × 200 mL), then dried by diethyl ether (2 × 100 mL).
2.3. Elastometric Matrix Preparation
The polymer matrix was prepared by mixing the PDMS, silicone oil (SO), and curing agent in
a volume ratio of 8:2:1. The matrix was filled by GO–PHEMATMS, in concentrations of 0.1 vol %,
0.5 vol %, and 1 vol %, and properly homogenized using a combination of ultra-sonication (UPS-400,
Ultra Autosonic, Maharahstra, India) and mechanical stirring with a glass stick. This mixture was
poured into a teflon-lined mold and evacuated in order to eliminate the presence of air bubbles. Then
the mold was placed in an oven for two hours, at 60 ◦ C, to fully cross-link the PDMS-based samples.
2.4. Analyses
The modification of the GO with an initiator and the PHEMATMS chains was proved by FTIR
(ATR) Nicolet 6700 (Thermo Scientific, Madison, WI, USA), transmission electron microscopy JEOL
JEM 2100 (JEOL, Tokyo, Japan), and Raman spectroscopy Nicolet DXR (Thermo Scientific, USA).
The molar mass and dispersity (Đ) of PHEMATMS chains were investigated using a gel permeation
chromatography (GPC) on the GPC instrument (PL-GPC220, Agilent, Hachioji, Japan), equipped
with GPC columns (Waters 515 pump, two PPS SDV 5 µm columns (diameter of 8 mm, length of
300 mm, 500 Å + 105 Å)), and a Waters 410 differential refractive index detector tempered to 30 ◦ C.
THF dried over KOH was used as a solvent with a polystyrene calibration. The 1 H NMR was used
to determine the monomer conversion from the ratio of an area of the peak at 3.88 ppm, assigned
to the PHEMATMS to the sum of an area of the peaks at 3.88 and 4.08 ppm, where the second one
was assigned to the HEMATMS (Figure 1). Contact angle measurement (CA) was evaluated from
the static sessile drop method carried out on a Surface Energy Evaluation system, equipped with a
CCD camera (Advex Instruments, Brno, Czech Republic). The dielectric properties were measured
by Broadband Dielectric Impedance Analyzer (Novocontrol, Montabaur, Germany), in the frequency
range of 0.01 Hz to 10 MHz, and temperature range of −150 to 100 ◦ C, using a standard sample cell
BDCS 140. The viscoelastic properties of both the nanocomposites and pure polymer matrix were
studied by a dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA), in a shear mode.
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The glass transition process was evaluated through activation energies calculated from an
Arrhenius equation (Equation (1)), in order to see the effect of the modification on the relaxation
processes, in the PDMS-based composites:

f β = f ∞ exp


Ea
,
kB T

(1)

where Ea is the activation energy, f ∞ is the pre-exponential factor, T is the thermodynamic temperature,
and kB is Boltzmann constant.
In order to properly investigate the polymer chains dynamics, the loss permittivity needed to be
recalculated to the loss modulus. This recalculation was performed according to Equation (2),
M∗ = ε1∗
0
M0 = 0 2 ε 00 2
M00 =

ε +ε
ε00
ε0 2 +ε00 2

(2)

where ε* is the complex permittivity, ε0 and ε” are relative permittivity and loss permittivity, respectively.
M*, M0 , and M” are complex, storage, and loss dielectric moduli, respectively.
The light-induced actuation ability of both the matrix and nanocomposite was investigated using
a thermal mechanical analysis (TMA, Mettler Toledo, Langacher, Switzerland), using a process similar
to that in Reference [19]. Samples in the form of stripes with dimensions of 15 mm in length, 2.5 mm
in width, and 0.26 mm in thickness were irradiated using a red LED diode (Luxeon Rebel, Philips,
Amsterdam, The Netherlands). Irradiation was applied for 10 s, at 627 nm, with 6, 9, and 12 mW
light source intensity, under 10% pre-strain of the samples. Maximum value of the actuation was
characterized by a change in the sample length, during an exposure to light, ∆L = (L0 − L)/L0 , where
L0 is the length of a non-irradiated sample mounted between the clamps (10 mm), and L is the length
of the irradiated sample. Actuation describes a material’s ability to undergo reversible shape changes
in response to an external light stimulus.

Figure 1.
Representative 1 H NMR spectrum from filtered polymerization mixture of
poly(2-(trimethylsilyloxy)ethyl methacrylate) (PHEMATMS).
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3. Results
The presence of an excess of sacrificial initiator, as compared to initiator bonded onto the GO
surface, allowed us to follow the polymerization and to determine the molecular characteristics of the
polymer, using GPC, and the monomer conversion, using the NMR spectroscopy (Figure 1). Based on
the assumption of the simultaneous growing the polymer chains, in bulk, and from the surface [30],
it was found that molar mass and dispersity of the PHEMATMS chains grafted onto the GO surface
were 12,600 g·mol−1 and 1.19, respectively. The monomer conversion after 2 h of polymerization was
67%. A good correlation of the molar mass with the theoretical one (13,750 g·mol−1 ), calculated from
the monomer:sacrificial initiator ratio, and the monomer conversion, as well as the narrow dispersity,
confirmed a good control of the ATRP process. The polymerization procedure for comparing the effect
of the various grafts on the overall physical properties of the PDMS/hybrid-based composites, was
similar to that used in our previous studies [18,27], with regards to the targeting of the PHEMATMS
molar mass. It was also found in our preceding study [6], that compatibility with the surrounding
matrix was not significantly changed when the molar mass of the grafted polymer chains was over
12,000 g·mol−1 .
The successful growth of the polymer chains from the GO surface was confirmed using TEM
and TGA, with an online-connected FTIR. As can be seen in Figure 2, the GO was synthesized with
considerable exfoliation and only a few layers of GO sheets could be visible in Figure 2a. After
the polymerization, the GO particles were analyzed, and certain polymer layers could be observed
(Figure 2b) as a floss-like layer with a darker tone than that of a neat GO, and confirmed the presence
of polymer chains.

Figure 2. TEM images of (a) neat Graphene oxide (GO), (b) Graphene oxide grafted with
poly(2-(trimethylsilyloxy)ethyl methacrylate) (GO–PHEMATMS).

In order to further confirm the presence of the covalently bonded PHEMATMS shell on the GO
surface, the TGA spectra with the FTIR online monitoring of the volatile products produced during the
TGA of the GO (Figure 3a,b), initiator-modified GO (Figure 3c,d), and GO–PHEMATMS (Figure 3e,f)
particles were analyzed. Properly described decomposition of the neat GO and GO-I has already been
published elsewhere [18,27]. In addition to the peak corresponding to the oxygen-containing groups
(which was the case for the GO–PHEMATMS shifted to lower temperatures (peak below 200 ◦ C), as
compared to the GO and initiator-modified GO), the TGA of the GO–PHEMATMS was characteristic
with two more peaks at 270 ◦ C and 330 ◦ C. These peaks corresponded to the volatile products of the
thermal degradation of the PHEMATMS chains from the GO surface. The gas phase produced at
these critical temperatures range was analyzed using an FTIR (Figure 3f). The FTIR spectra analysis
showed the absorption bands typical for methacrylates, as have already been described during the use
of this technique [18,27]. Additional peaks at 1207 and 1067 cm−1 , corresponding to the Si–C and Si–O
stretching vibrations, respectively, were also observed and were connected to the trimethylsilyloxyethyl
moieties. These results clearly showed the presence of covalently-bonded PHEMATMS on the surface
of the GO particles.
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Figure 3. TGA analysis (a,c,e) with on-line monitoring of volatile degradation products from the green
marked temperature range by the FTIR spectra (b,d,f) for a neat GO (a,b), GO-initiator and (c,d) and
GO–PHEMATMS (e,f) particles.

In addition to surface modification of the GO, the SI-ATRP approach also provided a simultaneous
reduction of the GO surface, as was invented and properly described by Ilcikova et.al. [31]. The degree
of reduction could be tailored by the reaction time and the ligand concentration. In this case,
the reaction was carried out for two hours and therefore a just negligible GO reduction was obtained.
Such a reduction was confirmed by the conductivity measurements, as well as by the change in
the ID /IG peaks ratio in the Raman spectra. The peak ratios were 0.9 and 1.09 for the neat GO
(Figure 4a) and the GO–PHEMATMS (Figure 4b), respectively, with conductivities of 1.2 × 10−8 and
6 × 10−7 S·cm–1 , respectively.
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Figure 4. Raman spectra of the neat GO (a) and GO-PHEMATMS (b) particles and corresponding
chemical structures.

Compatibility between the filler and the polymer matrix was a crucial parameter to obtain an
excellent photo-actuation capability. Therefore, the contact angle investigations were performed
between the GO or the GO–PHEMATMS pellet and a drop of the PDMS elastomer. As can be seen
in Figure 5a, the neat GO surface showed a contact angle of 49.9◦ ± 3.2◦ , indicating only partial
wettability and thus only a slight compatibility with the PDMS. On the contrary, the GO–PHEMATMS
showed improvement, and in fact, excellent wettability with the PDMS, as proved by the contact
angle value of 26.3◦ ± 3.0◦ . The wettability observed for the GO–PHEMATMS was also the lowest, in
comparison with GO grafted with other types of polymers, where contact angle values of 40.1◦ ± 1.3◦
were described for the GO modified with PGMA [27], 38.7◦ ± 2.7◦ for PMMA, and 28.7◦ ± 2.7◦ for
PBMA chains. Such significantly improved compatibility serves a very promising dispersibility of
the filler, due to the compatible grafts of the PHEMATMS with the PDMS and can also predict the
excellent light-induced material deformation.

Figure 5. Images from a CCD camera of the 5 µL poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) droplets on the neat
GO (a) and the GO-PHEMATMS (b).

Dielectric properties are very often used as tools for investigation of polymer chain dynamics. In
this case, the polymer chain flexibility was a crucial factor influencing the light-induced deformation.
Therefore, the dielectric loss modulus was plotted against the temperature and the frequency, as a 3D
plot, to see the differences in the dielectric behavior (Figure 6).
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Figure 6. 3D plots of the dielectric properties of the neat PDMS matrix (a), and PDMS matrix filled with
GO (b), 0.1 vol % GO–PHEMATMS (c), 0.5 vol % GO–PHEMATMS (d) and 1 vol % GO–PHEMATMS (e).

The flexibility of the polymer matrix was given by two factors, the mobility of the main chain
characterized by an α relaxation, corresponding to Tg , and the side chains mobility characterized
by α0 relaxation, indicating how the entanglements of the side chains got stiff. Therefore, both
relaxations were investigated using the Arhenius equation (Equation (1)). The activation energy of α
relaxation (Table 1) was significantly shifted to lower values, from 45.57 kJ·mol−1 to 22.01 kJ·mol−1 ,
after the PHEMATMS grafting, indicating an improved flexibility of the polymer matrix. However,
for the side chains flexibility, α0 relaxation, was much more influenced and was clearly visible only
for the composites containing the GO–PHEMATMS (Figure 6). Such flexibility was also confirmed
by an activation energy decrease from 19.96 kJ·mol−1 and 19.09 kJ·mol−1 for the neat matrix and
composite-containing GO, respectively, to values below 11 kJ mol−1 , determined for the composites
containing the various GO–PHEMATMS loadings (Table 1).
Table 1. Activation energies of glass transition process for pure PDMS and various PDMS composites.
Filler content is in vol %.
Sample Name

Ea α0 (kJ·mol−1 )

Ea α (kJ·mol−1 )

PDMS
PDMS/GO 0.1%
PDMS/GO-PHEMATMS 0.1%
PDMS/GO-PHEMATMS 0.5%
PDMS/GO-PHEMATMS 1%

19.96
19.04
10.7
9.23
9.09

45.70
36.57
22.01
21.3
20.1

The light-induced deformation of the materials was a reversible process and could also be
classified as a cyclic deformation process. Therefore, a dynamic mechanical analysis of the neat matrix
and various composites was performed. From the mechanical point of view, the GO–PHEMATMS
composites showed the lowest values of elastic modulus, due to the significantly increased flexibility of
the main, as well as the side polymer chains (Figure 7a). This could also be clearly seen from Figure 7b,
where the peak of the Tg had shifted 15 ◦ C toward lower temperatures, than those of the neat polymer
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matrix and the nanocomposite-containing unmodified GO. Additionally, the crystalline phase was
found to have shifted significantly, with a melting point at a lower temperature. On the other hand,
the composite containing GO–PHEMATMS exhibited excellent damping performance with tan delta
values of around 0.2, which was classified as a good material for damping applications [6].

Figure 7. Dependence of the storage modulus (a) and tan δ (b) for a broad temperature range for a
neat PDMS (black solid line), and for PDMS composites containing 0.1 vol % of either the neat GO (red
dash–dot line) or the GO–PHEMATMS (green dash–dot–dot line).

The above-mentioned investigations indicated the significantly enhanced flexibility of the polymer
composite due to the grafting of the GO surface with the PHEMATMS chains, and thus, the excellent
compatibility with the PDMS. The light-induced deformation studies clearly confirmed these results.
As can be seen in Figure 8, the neat PDMS matrix, as well as the composite containing the unmodified
GO, showed very poor actuation ability. On the other hand, the composite containing the same
vol % of the GO–PHEMATMS exhibited a four times higher actuation-ability, reaching a ∆L of 34 µm.
For comparison, this value was significantly higher than that recently determined for the composites
containing the same vol % of GO–PMMA, GO–PBMA, and GO–PGMA, with ∆L values of 9.4, 11.8, and
20.2 µm, respectively [18,27]. In addition, if the concentration of the GO–PHEMATMS filler increased,
the ability of the actuation was also significantly improved (Figure 9), reaching values of 55 µm and
75 µm, for 0.5 vol % and 1 vol % of GO-PHEMATMS, respectively. That is, more than six times higher
actuation values than those obtained for the composites containing unmodified GO. This superior
result was mainly caused by the enormously improved compatibility of the GO–PHEMATMS with the
matrix, the proper filler dispersion within the matrix, and the improved flexibility of the matrix in the
presence of GO–PHEMATMS.

Figure 8. Light-induced deformation capability of pure PDMS (a), PDMS composites containing
0.1 vol % of GO (b), and GO–PHEMATMS (c) under the application of irradiation, with an intensity of
6 mW.
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Figure 9. Dependence of the filler content on the change in length, for pure PDMS matrix (black
squares), PDMS composites containing unmodified GO (red squares), and GO-PHEMATMS (blue
circles). Error bars are within the size of the symbols.

In these studies, the PDMS was partially softened using an additional amount of SO. However,
in order to increase the elasticity and softening of the PDMS matrix, the decreased ratio between the
matrix and the curing agent could also be used, as already mentioned in the introduction. Furthermore,
the actuation capability was strongly dependent on the matrix stiffness, therefore, the utilization of the
hydrogel matrix could also be very effective [32], and will be planned for our future studies, in order
to further improve the light-induced actuation of the polymeric materials.
4. Conclusions
Surface initiated atom transfer radical polymerization was used for the surface modification of
GO nanoparticles with poly(2-(trimethylsilyloxy)ethyl methacrylate) (PHEMATMS) chains, with a
molar mass of approximately 12,500 g·mol−1 . The surface modification was confirmed by TEM and
TGA-FTIR. Partial reduction of the GO surface during the polymerization process led to the slight
increase of the conductivity from ID /IG 1.2 × 10−8 to 6 × 10−7 S·cm–1 , and change of the ID /IG
peaks ratio in Raman spectra, from 0.9 for the neat GO to 1.09 for the GO–PHEMATMS. Modification
of the GO surface provided a significant improvement in the wettability of the GO surface by the
PDMS matrix, as was proved by the contact angle value, which was as low as 26◦ . This improved
compatibility, also dramatically affected the mobility of both the main chains and the side chains.
This could be observed by the dielectric measurements which showed a substantial decrease in the
activation energies of both α and α0 relaxation processes, which dropped by half, as compared to
a pure matrix or composites containing unmodified GO. This could be explained by the effective
plasticizing effect of the PHEMATMS chains on the PDMS matrix, thanks to their high wettability. Thus,
mechanical properties of the composite containing GO–PHEMATMS were also markedly affected by
the increased mobility of the PDMS chains, leading to the decrease of both Tg and the melting point,
by approximately 15 ◦ C and 50 ◦ C, respectively. On the contrary, the damping factor substantially
increased after the modification of the GO surface by the PHEMATMS chains. All these results
also positively affected the targeted property of the investigated composites, i.e., their actuation
performance. The change in the length of the sample, during the light-induced actuation, was found to
be four times higher for the composites containing 0.1 vol %, of the GO–PHEMATMS, as compared
to the pure PMDS or composites containing the same content of the unmodified GO. Moreover, the
actuation ability of the composites containing the GO–PHEMATMS was also significantly enhanced,
as compared to all previously published composites, containing GO modified with various polymer
chains. Such superior actuation performance is very promising for the application of these materials in
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various smart systems, sensors, and can be generally utilized in many processes where the non-contact
stimulation is a benefit.
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ABSTRACT
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This paper reports the utilization of the controllable coating via SI-ATRP technique as a promising approach for
controlling stimuli-responsive capabilities of graphene oxide (GO) based nanocomposites. Various polymer
brushes with controlled molar mass and narrow dispersity were grown from the surface of GO particles.
Modification of GO with poly(methyl methacrylate) and poly(n-butyl methacrylate) was proved by transmission
electron microscopy, thermogravimetric analysis with online FTIR recording and finally by X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS). Densities of GO-based materials were investigated and conductivity measurements showed
the increase values. XPS and Raman shift was used to confirm the GO particles reduction. A compatibility of the
filler with propylene-based elastomer was elucidated by melt rheology. The light-induced actuation capability
was investigated on composite samples to show, that polymer hybrid particles based on GO have better compatibility with the polymer matrix and thus their proper dispersibility was significantly improved. In addition
the plasticizing effect of the short polymer grafts present on the GO filler surface has the crucial impact on the
matrix stiffness and thus the ability of composite material to reversibly respond to the external light stimulation.

1. Introduction
The photomechanical actuators (also known as photo-actuators) are
a class of smart materials that can alter their dimensions or undergo
mechanical motion when exposed to photons (light emission).
Absorption of the energy from photons leads to a contract or a generation of a certain mechanical motion of polymeric chains [1,2], which
is called photo-actuation. Photo-actuators are kind of promising materials thanks to their wireless actuation. Such behavior can be utilized in
many applications, in which a transformation of optical-to-mechanical
energy is required or beneficial. Thus, photo-actuating systems are
mainly used as various motors [3], as smart curtains [4], systems reproducing biomimetic motions [5], etc. One of the most important class
from the application point of view are photo-thermal actuators, which
are uniform composite systems consisting of a flexible elastomeric

matrix and various functional fillers promoting interactions with photons [2]. Carbon particles such as carbon nanotubes (CNTs) [1,3],
graphene oxide [1,6], graphene [7,8] etc., are extensively used as fillers
in these systems thanks to their excellent both thermal and mechanical
properties. Their utilization increases absorption of the energy from
photons [9] and, thus, promotes an overall photomechanical performance of the photo-actuators.
In the most of composite systems, the distribution of particles in the
matrix plays an important role in overall performance of the composite
together with its photo-actuation performance. It has been shown that
the photo-actuating systems based on neat multi-walled CNTs
(MWCNTs) exhibited deterioration of the elastic properties of the matrix as confirmed by dynamic mechanic analysis [10]. On the other
hand, modification of MWCNTs with polystyrene brushes led to the
systems, which preserves flexibility and exhibited sufficient
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phototactuation of polystyrene-b-polyisoprene-b-polystyrene nanocomposites [10]. Graphene itself, due to its strong aggregation tendency, usually exhibits inhomogeneous distribution within a polymer
matrix and, therefore, using of GO is commonly preferred. The presence
of functional groups (hydroxyl, epoxy and carbonyl) on the GO surface
can be utilized for further modification to target compatibility with
wide range of polymer matrices [11]. We have recently introduced
[12–14] a surface-initiated atom transfer radical polymerization (SIATRP) as a promising approach for GO surface modification enabling to
tune its properties with controlled mechanism of the reaction. SI-ATRP
approach can be effectively used for preparation of polymer hybrids
enables exact control of polymer architecture including molar mass of
the polymers, uniformity of polymer chain length, grafting density, and
chain composition [15,16]. The surface modification enables the proper
filler dispersion, homogenous distribution of the filler within the surrounding polymer, which is crucial for its final performance. Osicka
et al. has recently used SI-ATRP for coating of GO particles with poly
(glycidyl methacrylate) (PGMA)[17], poly(methyl methacrylate)
(PMMA), and poly(n-butyl methacrylate) (PBMA)[18] polymers in form
of short brushes. The PMMA and PBMA, compared to neat GO, the
increased wettability of the grafted GO hybrids with poly(dimethyl siloxane) matrix was reported. It led to improved particles dispersion and
distribution of the filler resulting in increased thermal conductivities of
their composites. Thermal conductivity is one of the crucial factor affecting photo-actuation effect [19] and such systems, i.e. containing
PMMA and PBMA modified GO, have therefore exhibited more significant photo-actuation effect with the maximum value of the actuation around 35 μm under particles loading of 1 wt.% [18]. Also in the
case of PGMA brushes the grafted GO-based systems exhibited increased photo-actuation effect together with higher thermal conductivity. It is worth to note, that better dispersion and homogeneous
distribution of the particles within the polymer matrix achieved
through modification of GO benefits overall performance of these
composites.
In this study the GO-polymer hybrids were used for the first time for
preparation of photo-mechanical actuators based on a poly(propyleneco-ethylene) matrix possessing thermoplastic elastomer properties. The
poly(propylene-co-ethylene) copolymer was chosen as a polymer matrix, due to its easy processing conditions, proper elasticity, long-term
stability and enhanced chemical resistance. The GO was grafted with
two types of polymer brushes, namely PMMA and PBMA. The effect of
presence and type of polymer grafts was investigated using rheological
investigations showing better insight into the interactions between GObased particles and poly(propylene-co-ethylene) copolymer. Finally,
photo-actuation performance showed that incorporation of the GOpolymer hybrids into the polymeric matrix led to the enhancement in
determined value of actuations and thus significantly increased capability of the system.

ligand N,N,N′,N″,N″-pentamethyldiethylenetriamine (PMDETA) 98 %,
copper bromide (CuBr) 97 % and anisole 98%, were utilized without
further purification. Methyl methacrylate 98%, n-butyl methacrylate
98% were purified by passing through a basic alumina before the use in
order to remove a stabilizer. Triethylamine (Et3N) 98 % and tetrahydrofuran (THF) were dried overnight using sodium cubes. All chemical were bought from Sigma Aldrich, USA Graphite in form of fine
powder 40 μm (Sigma Aldrich, USA) was used as received.
Dimethylformamid p.a., acetone p.a. and diethylether p.a. (LachNer,
Gemany) were all used as received. Poly(propylene-co-ethylene) copolymer (VistamaxxTM 6202, ExxonMobil, USA) contains (85 wt.%) and
(15 wt.%) of isotactic propylene and random ethylene units, respectively. Vistamaxx has following characteristics such as melt flow index
(MFI) 7.4 g/10 min and polymer density 0.861 g·cm–3). GO and GO
modified with ATRP initiator (GO-I) were prepared similarly as was
already published [18,20,21] (see ESI).
2.2. Grafting of PMMA and PBMA from GO surface
General procedure for polymer modification of GO surface was as
follows: 1.5 g of GO-I was put into the special type of flask (Schlenk
type) with volume of 100 mL containing a magnetic bar for stirring.
Then, the flask was three times filled inert atmosphere and evacuated
and followed by addition of anisole (30 mL) pre-purged with inert gas.
Then ethyl α-bromoisobutyrate, as a sacrificial initiator with same
molarity as CuBr were added. Further, PMDETA was added in 4-fold
molar excess to the sacrificial initiator. The corresponding monomer
(30 mL) in 100 molar excess to sacrificial initiator was bubbled with
inert gas and transferred to the flask. To avoid the presence of oxygen
the four F-T-P cycles were completed. Finally, CuBr was put into the
flask under inert atmosphere, when the reaction mixture was frozen.
The polymerization was performed at 70 °C for 2 h. To stop the reaction, Schlenk flask was opened and additional 15 mL of anisole have
been added. Compositions of performed reactions were analyzed and
summarized in the Table 1 together with the monomer conversion
(based on 1H NMR spectra), Mn and dispersity (Đ) elucidated by GPC.
The reaction mixtures including the GO-based powder were filtered
using following procedure. The powders were firstly dispersed in
100 mL of DMF, then filtrated using 0.44 μm PTFE filter and followed
by washing with acetone (100 mL). Such procedure was repeated for
three times. Finally, the powders were washed with diethyl ether
(100 mL) to remove all residuals.
2.3. Composites preparation
The composites consisting of the neat or polymers modified GO
particles and Vistamaxx matrix were mixed using Brabender (Duisburg,
Germany). The device has three heating zones all operating at temperature 190 °C, The components (filler, matrix) were added within one
minute and whole compounding time was four minutes at speed
50 rpm.

2. Experimental part
2.1. Materials

2.4. Characterization methods

The sacrificial initiator methyl 2-bromopropionate 98 %, initiator
for direct covalent bonding 2-Bromopropionyl bromide 97 %, ATRP

Molar mass (Mn) and dispersity (Đ) of synthesized polymer brushes

Table 1
Composition of the polymerization mixture in molar ratios and characterization of the polymers.
Sample name

Monomer

Initiator

PMDETA

CuBr

Mna (g mol-1)

Đa

Conversionb (%)

GO-PMMA
GO-PBMA

100
100

1
1

4
4

1
1

6800
5800

1.18
1.21

89
41

a
b

According to the GPC and recalculation using Mark-Houwink parameters.
According to the 1HNMR

2
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Fig. 1. TEM micrographs of the neat GO sheet(a), GO with PMMA brushes (b), and GO-PBMA brushes (c).

were investigated by GPC, PL-GPC220 (Agilent, Japan) using polystyrene calibration and anisole as an internal standard. The resulting
molar masses of poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) and poly(n-butyl
acrylate) (PBA) were recalculated using Mark-Houwink parameters for
PS (K = 16.0·10–5 dL g–1, α = 0.700) [22], for PBA (K = 11.0·10–5 dL
g–1, α = 0.723) and for PMMA (K = 12.8 × 10–5 dL·g–1 and
α = 0.690).[23] Conversions of the monomers were calculated from 1H
NMR signals obtained from measurements VNMRS Varian spectrometer, 400 MHz at 25 °C, and CDCl3 was used as a solvent. The chemical composition of neat and polymers modified GO was measured
using Nicolet iS10 (Thermo Scientific, USA) connected to the TGA (TA,
instruments), where the decomposed components were individually
analyzed. The Raman shift was investigated from 3 scans (resolution of
2 cm–1) using a Nicolet DXR (Nicolet, USA). The individual layers of the
GO and GO-polymer hybrids were analyzed using transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) (Philips CM12, Nederlands). The XPS analysis
chamber was evacuated approximately 6 × 10-8 Pa. The samples were
excited by X-rays over a 400 μm2 spot area with monochromatic Al
Kα1,2 radiation at 1486.6 eV. All the spectra were referenced to the
main C 1s peak of the carbon atoms, which was assigned a value of
284.8 eV. Samples for electrical conductivity in form of powder, were
pressed on the hydraulic press (H-62, Trystom, Czech Republic). Then

current responses have been evaluated using electrometer (Keithley
6517B, USA) and 10 measurement were used to provide final value. In
order identify the density of the GO-based samples, the pellets were
weight on air and in decane using Sartorius R 160P balances (Sartorius
AG, Germany). The thermal conductivity was measured by one side
contact method using TCi model (C-term Technologies, Canada)
The rheological characteristics of composites were measured utilizing rheometer Physica (MCR502, Anton Paar, Austria) connected to
Peltier heating/cooling fixture and parallel-plate geometry (PP25).
Samples in form of discs with thickness of 1 mm were elucidated.
Firstly, the linear viscoelastic region was investigated. Then to avoid
the sample slippage, the constant 0.3 N force was applied. Finally the
frequency sweep in the range from 10–1 to 101 Hz was performed. Final,
values used in the figures are average values obtained from three individual measurements. In order to investigate the photo-responsive
properties of neat polymer matrix and prepared nanocomposites in
form of fibre mats the thermo-mechanical analyzer (TMA) (Mettler
Toledo) [16]. The photo-actuation performance is ability of the material shows the reversible contraction and elongation upon irradiation
with light source having 627 nm wavelength and intensity of 6 mW,
9 mW and 12 mW. Temperature during the measurement was checked
by external sensor and during whole investigation was 25 °C ± 0.4 °C.

Fig. 2. TGA-FTIR online monitoring of the neat GO (a, d), GO-PMMA (b, e) and GO-PBMA (c, f) particles.
3
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Fig. 3. XPS spectra of neat GO (a), GO-PMMA brushes (b) and GO-PBMA brushes (c).

3. Results and discussion

brushes shifted the release of oxygen moieties to lower temperatures.
Furthermore, the decomposition of the polymers can be visible above
220 °C (Fig. 2b and c). For GO-PMMA the FTIR collected at the temperature range of 220–350 °C showed strong signals from stretching
vibrations of carbonyl groups at about 1731 cm-1 and from CeH moieties at wavenumbers range of 1250–1550 cm-1 (Fig. 2e). In addition,
new signals from stretching of alkyl moieties and bending of CeOeC
moieties appeared at 2600–3000 cm-1 and also 1000–1200 cm-1, respectively, confirming presence of PMMA. Comparable signals were
observed in FTIR spectra of degradation products collected at the
temperature range of 220–380 °C from TGA of GO-PBMA (Fig. 2f),
when PBMA moieties shows decomposition at higher temperatures.
with the difference of shifting of the release of the groups from PBMA to
the higher temperatures. Moreover, also the grafting density in both
cases GO-PMMA as well as GO-PBMA were calculated according to the
reference [15] and it was found that the grafting density was
0.83 chain/nm2 and 0.6 chain/nm2, respectively.
To further prove the covalent bonding of the polymer chains on GO
surface the XPS spectra were measured and investigated (Fig. 3,
Table 1). Following the successful coating with PMMA and PBMA
chains, a clear increase in C/O ratio could be observed due to higher
carbon content in the polymers. This is more pronounced for PBMA
where longer aliphatic chain is present. Moreover, increased content of
sp2 accompanied by decreased content of sp3 hybridized form indicates

The coating of the GO polymer hybrids was successfully performed
and reaction mixture based on sacrificial initiator was analyzed using
GPC and 1H NMR. The ratio of the individual components and characterization of the final polymers are presented in Table 1. Here, the
polymers with narrow Đ were obtained as a result of good control over
the polymerization process. Finally, the GPC traces of both modifications can be seen in Fig. S1 (ESI).
TEM images were investigated to get information about exfoliation
of neat GO as well as GO-polymers hybrids. As can be in Fig. 1a the neat
GO has several layers and exhibits expected 2D structure. SI-ATRP
provides well-precise and controlled polymerization conditions with
progressive growing the polymer chains from the GO surface and thus
the 2D structure is retained for both GO-PMMA and GO-PBMA (Fig. 1b
and 1c, respectively). The flossy-like appearance confirms the grafting
of GO surface by very thin polymer layer.
The investigation of the chemical composition of GO-based samples
was performed using FTIR monitoring of the gas phase created during
decomposition process of TGA. As can be seen in the Fig. 2a (neat GO),
the main drop between 150–300 °C correspond to the stretching from
hydroxyl and cabonyl moieties at 3510 cm-1 and 1723 cm-1. In addition
in-plane bending vibration signal of C-OH from carboxyl pendant was
observed at 1423 cm-1. Controllable coating of GO sheets with short
Table 2
Surface element content (atomic %) of neat GO and GO-polymers hybrids.
Sample name

C1s

O1s

C1s sp2

C1s sp3

C1s C-O

C1s C=O

C1s O-C=O

C1s/O1s

GO
GO-PMMA
GO-PBMA

66.7
69.1
70.9

33.3
30.9
29.1

26.7
31.4
36.5

28.4
26.2
25.3

32.3
30.9
27.5

9.0
8.3
7.7

3.6
3.2
3.0

2.00
2.24
2.43
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Fig. 4. Raman spectra of the neat GO (a), GO-PMMA (b) and GO-PBMA (c) and their schematic illustatrions for GO (d). GO-PMMA (e) and GP-PBMA (f).

3.2. Compatibility between the GO-polymer particles and Vistamaxx matrix

Table 3
Conductivities and densities of neat GO and GO-modified particles.
Sample name

Conductivity (S cm-1)

Density (g cm-3)

Neat GO
GO-PMMA
GO-PBMA

1.2·10-8
6.3·10-8
2.1·10-7

2.68
2.53
2.34

The investigation of the viscoelastic properties at certain frequency
range provide crucial information about compatibility of the modified
GO sheets with the Vistamaxx copolymer It can be seen that neat
Vistamaxx has cross-over point at 4.47 Hz (Fig. 5a), while for the
composite containing neat GO particles cross-over point is 3.3 Hz
(Fig. 5b) showing increases values of both moduli and reinforcing effect. For GO-PMMA and GO-PBMA grafted sheets cross-over points can
be visible at 6.1 Hz and 6.30 Hz, respectively, because of the short
grafted brushes on the GO surface, providing the plasticizing effect for
such composite in Vistamaxx matrix (Fig. 5c and d)). Similar results
were observed for other thermoplastic elastomers [24,25]. The presence of the short polymer chains is highly beneficial in the case of our
system, because it also significantly enhances flexibility of the composite [10]. Both these factors, i.e. better compatibility and higher flexibility, indicate that GO-polymer based composites should provide enhanced photo-actuation capability, the property which is investigated
below.

that the reduction of GO surface took place as well, as will be further
confirmed also by Raman shift and conductivity measurements
(Table 2).
3.1. Reduction of the GO particles by SI-ATRP approach
From the Raman spectra (Fig. 4a–c) is clearly shown that 2D
structure of GO is negligibly affected by both polymer modifications
(Fig. 4e and f), while the considerable reduction of the GO surface was
reached. This reduction was elucidate according to the calculations of
the peak intensities those corresponding to sp2 and sp3 hybridization
and are marked ID and IG, respectively. This ratio is for neat GO 0.90
and for GO-PMMA 1.05 and GO-PBMA 1.08, showing usual increase
when reduction of the GO surface takes place.
The comparative method for GO reduction evaluation is next to the
abovementioned Raman, electric conductivity investigation those wellcorrelates with Raman reuslts. Electric conductivity increased from
1.2 × 10-8 S cm-1 for neat GO, slightly increased to 6.3 × 10-8 S cm-1
for GO-PMMA and 2.1 × 10-7 S cm-1 for GO-PBMA. This is in good
agreement with previously reported simultaneous partial GO surface
reduction during controllable modification process. The controllable
coating of graphene oxide surface by polymer chains was finally also
confirmed by change of the GO density, which is decreased due to the
certain polymer layer on the GO particles. Densities for investigated
samples are summarized in the Table 3.

3.3. Thermal conductivity
Thermal conductivity is very crucial factor for the material actuation upon light stimulation, due to the fact that, absorbed light from the
source need to the redistributed within the whole sample and thus
provide significantly improved actuation capability [19]. Table 4 shows
the values of the thermal conductivity of various elastomeric composite
samples. As was already confirmed by Raman spectroscopy and electric
conductivity investigations, the electric conductivity of these system,
increasing, which is also in correlation with thermal conductivity,
which increased from 0.089 for neat matrix to 0.156, 0.196 and
0.202 W mK-1 for GO-filled, GO-PMMA and GO-PBMA filled elastomeric composites, respectively. Such increment is very promising from
the photo-actuation point of view and will be further presented in the
section below.
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Fig. 5. Frequency dependence of storage, G′, and loss G″ moduli for neat Vistamaxx (a), and composites based on neat GO (b), GO-PMMA (c) and GO-PBMA (d)
measured at 110 °C.

3.4. Light-induced actuation capability

Table 4
Thermal conductivity of neat Vistamaxx and composites with GO-PMMA and
GO-PBMA
Sample code

Thermal conductivity (W mK-1)

Neat Vistamaxx
0.1 vol.% GO
0.1 vol.% GO-PMMA
0.1 vol.% GO-PBMA

0.089
0.156
0.196
0.202

Light -induced actuation capabilities of the prepared samples were
investigated similarly as in our previous papers [17,18], here also the
effect of the GO coating on the actuation performance has been determined. Impact of the light intensity as well as filler loading in case of
the most promising system was deeply elucidated. As is shown in Fig. 6,
the neat Vistamaxx exhibit certain value of actuation, however the final
actuation value, ΔL, was 12.0 μm with very long recovery time reaches
nearly 30 s. Photo-actuation performance was nearly doubled for

Fig. 6. Photo-actuation performance of neat Vistamaxx (black solid line) and composite contaning 0.1 vol. % of neat GO (red dash-dot line) (a), GO-PMMA (b), and
GO-PBMA (c) at light intensity of 6 mW. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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change in the length increment with increasing light source power and
at highest power provide unsaturated system. At this point can be stated
that significantly increased flexibility of the composite system can be
assigned to the presence of short polymer brushes, which finally contribute to the considerable enhancement of actuation performance
[24–26]. The GO modification also significantly improved the compatibility with Vistamaxx matrix providing samples with proper filler
distribution improving the final thermal conductivity and thus the
transformation of the energy from light to mechanical movement. GObased systems showed in this study have comparably higher actuation
performance in comparison to CNTs, carbon black, GO or graphene
nanoplatelets (2 wt.% ) in the PDMS composites. Those samples exhibit
only 25 μm actuation recalculated to our conditions [27].
Increasing the filler content from 0.1 vol. % to 0.5 and 1 vol. % led
to increased photo-actuation capabilities, while the course was different
for individual systems based on the type of dispersed particles (Fig. 8).
Change in the length for GO-based composites reached 29 μm at 0.5 vol.
% and just slightly increased for 1 vol. % to 37 μm. Similarly, for the
composite with GO-PMMA particles the increment in the change in the
length with particles concentration was not linear but slightly saturates
and reached values of 56 μm and 75 μm for 0.5 and 1 vol. %, respectively. The highest photo-actuation performance was again discovered
for samples including GO-PBMA polymer hydrides. As can be seen the
change in the length increment is still linear and suggests that further
filler loading could be effective and actuation performance could be
higher than obtained for 0.5 and 1 vol. %, 91 μm and 118 μm, which is
high enough for application as a part of tactile displays. These results
confirm the previous findings, that flexibility of the matrix together
with proper filler dispersion and enhanced thermal conductivity are
crucial factor influencing the photo-actuation capability.

Fig. 7. Dependence of the change in the length on the light source power for
neat Vistamaxx matrix (green diamonds) and composites containing 0.1 vol. %
of neat GO (black squares), GO-PMMA (orange triangles) and GO-PBMA (blue
squares). Height of the symbols are corresponding to the error bars of the
measurement. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

4. Conclusions
Fig. 8. Dependence of the change in the length on the filler content for neat
Vistamaxx matrix (green diamonds) and vistamaxx elastomers with GO particles (black squares), GO-PMMA (orange triangles) and GO-PBMA (blue squares)
at light intensity of 6 mW. Height of the symbols are corresponding to the error
bars of the measurement. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

This study is dealing with the influence of the modification of the
GO particles on the photo-actuation performance of the thermoplastic
elastomer matrix. The SI-ATRP approach was utilized for grafting of
PMMA and PBMA chains from the GO sheets accompanied with controllable reduction. The grafting was proved using TEM, GPC, 1H NMR,
TGA-FTIR and XPS. The partial GO reduction was confirmed with
Raman shift, electric conductivity investigations and XPS. The improved interactions between of the GO- based polymer brushes with
Vistamaxx was proved by melt rheology investigation where the
crossover point was shifted to the higher frequencies and showed enhanced compatibility. Finally the photo-actuation studies showed the
excellent length change values of 120 μm for 6 mW at 1 vol.% of GOPBMA loading and nearly 110 μm at 12 mW for only 0.1 vol.% of GOPBMA loading. This photo-actuation capability is significantly higher
than obtained previously for other similar systems. Thus it has to be
concluded that the approach reported here is very promising for further
investigation and possible increased filler loading can further enhance
the photo-actuation capability.

composite with neat GO particles (0.1 vol. %) due to ability of GO to
absorb the light and the enhanced thermal conductivity of GO composite. After addition of 0.1 vol.% of GO-PMMA sheets, the absolute
value of actuation reaches 30 μm while time to reach the initial length
decreased to 25 s. More pronounced improvement can be seen for
composite sample with GO-PBMA sheets, where absolute maximum
value reaches 68 μm, and showing very similar recovery time as previous modification (25 s). The crucial factor which can be assign for
significantly improved actuation performance is improved compatibility of polymer hybrids of GO and short PMMA and PBMA polymer
brushes with Vistamaxx and also partial plasticizing effect on the matrix
and improved heat transition within the samples causing easier and
more proper shape recovery.
Further the impact of light source intensity on the photo-actuation
capability in case of Vistamaxx-based composites was elucidated and
can be clearly seen in Fig. 7. Generally, the change in the length increasing when the light source intensity increases. From this point of
view the composites with GO-PBMA sheets, were investigated, due to
the fact that exhibit the best actuation performance at 6 mW. However
if the light intensity was increased to 12 mW, the actuation performance reaches 110 μm, what is about 8 times higher value than for neat
Vistamaxx. The neat Vistamaxx as well as composite containing neat
GO and GO-PMMA shows certain saturation of the photo-actuation
properties, since the increment of the change in the length is slightly
decreasing with increasing light source power. This is not a case of
composite containing GO-PBMA particle; this composite has similar
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Zařízení ke sledování změn rozměrů materiálů vlivem světelné stimulace

Oblast techniky
5

10

Technické řešení se týká zařízení ke sledování změn rozměrů materiálů vlivem světelné
stimulace. Světelným stimulem může být jakékoliv světlo v rozmezí viditelného spektra (280 nm
až 720 nm), nebo konkrétními vlnovými délkami s ohledem na jejich potenciální aplikaci.
Zařízení tohoto typu lze využít pro výzkum, vývoj a testování materiálů, zejména polymerních
a kompozitních systémů, kde je očekávaná aplikace takového materiálu, jenž by mohl vratně
nebo nevratně měnit své rozměry.
Dosavadní stav techniky
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Pro hodnocení změn rozměrů vlivem světelného stimulu v současné době není známo žádné
jednoduše dostupné a dostatečně univerzální zařízení. Existují sice přípravky zhotovené pro
určitý konkrétní účel přímo různými výzkumnými týmy, na kterých je takové hodnocení možné,
ale jeho přesnost je v širší aplikační rovině velmi omezená. Z publikací jsou také známy metody
testování a příslušná zařízení, které se omezují na hodnocení využitím dynamické mechanické
analýzy. Není u nich ale spolehlivě vyřešena teplotní roztažnost čelistí, které mohou během
ozařování měnit rozměry vlivem absorpce tepla a tím významně ovlivňovat výsledné hodnoty.
Podstata technického řešení
K odstranění výše uvedených nevýhod a nedostatků dosud známých systémů pro měření změny
rozměrů pod vlivem světelného stimulu přispívá do značné míry zařízení ke sledování změn
rozměrů materiálů vlivem světelné stimulace podle předloženého technického řešení, využívající
termomechanickou analýzu a konstrukce s přesně nastavitelnou intenzitou a rozsahem světelné
stimulace.
Podstata technického řešení spočívá v tom, že zařízení ke sledování změn rozměrů materiálů
vlivem světelné stimulace obsahuje dvojici držáků k upnutí vzorku zkoušeného materiálu,
konkrétně pevně vetknutý horní držák a dolní držák s vestavěným modulem k vyhodnocení
vzdálenosti a generované síly odpovídající rozměrovým změnám materiálu vzorku. Proti ploše
vzorku upnutého v držácích je na jedné straně na posuvném držáku stojanu umístěn světelný
zdroj spolu s chladičem, se vzdáleností od vzorku nastavitelnou přesným mikrometrickým
šroubem. Na druhé straně je proti ploše vzorku umístěno teplotní čidlo.

40

Držáky vzorku zkoušeného materiálu jsou s výhodou z křemičitého skla.
Světelným zdrojem může být s výhodou soustava LED diod, chladičem 6 pak mikroprocesorový
chladič.
45

Vzdálenost teplotního čidla od povrchu vzorku zkoušeného materiálu s výhodou nepřesahuje
2 mm.

50

55

Vestavěný modul dolního držáku k vyhodnocení vzdálenosti a generované síly odpovídající
rozměrovým změnám materiálu vzorku může být s výhodou propojen s platformou
termomechanického analyzátoru pro krátkodobý, dlouhodobý a cyklický záznam hodnoty změny
rozměrů vzorku a generované síly vlivem světelné stimulace.
Hlavní výhoda zařízení podle předloženého technického řešení spočívá v tom, že toto zařízení je
unikátní z hlediska přesnosti hodnocení změn rozměrů materiálu vlivem světelného stimulu

-1-
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a navíc také s výhodou umožňuje měření za konstantních teplotních podmínek a současných
změn intenzity a rozsahu světelného stimulu. Samotná konstrukce zařízení podle technického
řešení umožňuje snadnou manipulaci, jak při nastavení podmínek měření, tak i při uložení vzorku
pro jeho samostatné hodnocení.
5

V důsledku těchto skutečností zařízení podle technického řešení poskytuje možnost realizovat
nový typ měření - hodnocení změny rozměrů (kontrakce/expanze) vlivem světelné stimulace
s velkou přesností (v řádu mikrometrů), Současně umožňuje měnit intenzitu a rozsah světelného
stimulu a je schopno poskytovat záznam s využitím termomechanického analyzátoru.
10

Objasnění výkresů
K bližšímu objasnění podstaty technického řešení slouží přiložené výkresy, kde představuje:
15

- obr. 1 – schématický nárys zařízení ke sledování změn rozměrů materiálů vlivem světelné
stimulace;

20

- obr. 2 – schématický bokorys zařízení ke sledování změn rozměrů materiálů vlivem světelné
stimulace.
Příklad uskutečnění technického řešení

25

Zařízení ke sledování změn rozměrů materiálů vlivem světelné stimulace v příkladném provedení
(viz obr. 1 a 2) obsahuje dvojici držáků 2, 3 k upnutí vzorku 1 zkoušeného materiálu. Konkrétně
se jedná o pevně vetknutý horní držák 2 a dolní držák 3 s vestavěným modulem k vyhodnocení
vzdálenosti a generované síly odpovídající rozměrovým změnám materiálu vzorku 1. Oba držáky
2, 3 jsou zhotoveny z křemičitého skla.

30

35
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Proti ploše vzorku 1 upnutého v držácích 2, 3 je na jedné straně na posuvném držáku stojanu
5 umístěn světelný zdroj 7 tvořený soustavou LED diod. LED diody jsou z důvodu možného
přehřívání a tedy lokálního vzrůstu teploty přilepeny teplovodivým lepidlem na
mikroprocesorový chladič 6. Chladič 6 je upevněn na stojanu 5, který podpírá držák s otočným
elementem 8 z důvodu možnosti změny LED diody s preferovanou vlnovou délkou. Přesný
mikrometrový šroub 9 umožňující pohyb držáku s rotujícím elementem 8, umožňuje přesný
pohyb chladiče 6, na kterém jsou LED diody 7 a tím přesné nastavení potřebné intenzity.
Teplotní poměry v okolí vzorku jsou snímány teplotním čidlem 10, které není vzdáleno od
hodnoceného materiálu víc než 2 mm. Platforma termomechanického analyzátoru 4, zajišťuje
měření a zapisování změny rozměrů vzorku a definuje, nebo hodnotí použitou sílu, která byla
vyvozena vlivem takovéto rozměrové změny.
Před samotným měřením se stojan 5 zafixuje k nosné konstrukci termomechanického analyzátoru
(na výkrese není znázorněno). Následně se nastaví pomocí přesného mikrometrového šroubu 9
vzdálenost LED diod 7 od hodnoceného vzorku 1. Poté se nastaví držákem s otočným elementem
8 LED dioda a s preferovanou vlnovou délkou. Na upnutý hodnocený materiál 1 se aplikuje
počáteční zatížení a pomocí platformy termomechanického analyzátoru 4 se hodnotí změny
rozměrů a síly generované tímto pohybem v závislosti na zapnuté/vypnuté světelné stimulaci
čímž je započato samotné měření.

50

Napájení a regulace zdroje LED diod 7 jsou zajišťovány externím zdrojem s regulátorem (na
výkrese není znázorněno).

55
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Průmyslová využitelnost
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10

Na zařízení podle technického řešení lze, díky využití komponent z termomechanického
analyzátoru a přesně nastavitelné intenzity a rozsahu světelné stimulace, měřit změny rozměrů
různých typů materiálů, dlouhodobě, krátkodobě a cyklicky a tím postihnout možné problémy
(nevratná deformace, zpožděná deformace, přetržení vzorku) pro použitý typ materiálu. Zařízení
tohoto typu lze využít pro výzkum, vývoj a testování materiálů, zejména polymerních
a kompozitních systémů, jenž by mohly vratně nebo nevratně měnit své rozměry vlivem světelné
stimulace. Najde tedy uplatnění ve výzkumných ústavech, univerzitách a vývojových odděleních
výrobních podniků zabývajících se chytrými senzory, dotykovými displeji a obecně u chytrých
aplikací.

15

NÁROKY NA OCHRANU
20

25

30

1.
Zařízení ke sledování změn rozměrů materiálů vlivem světelné stimulace, vyznačující se
tím, že obsahuje dvojici držáků (2, 3) k upnutí vzorku (1) zkoušeného materiálu, konkrétně
pevně vetknutý horní držák (2) a dolní držák (3) s vestavěným modulem k vyhodnocení
vzdálenosti a generované síly odpovídající rozměrovým změnám materiálu vzorku (1), s tím, že
proti ploše vzorku (1) upnutého v držácích (2, 3) je na jedné straně na posuvném držáku stojanu
(5) umístěn světelný zdroj (7) spolu s chladičem (6), se vzdáleností od vzorku (1) nastavitelnou
přesným mikrometrickým šroubem (9), zatím co na druhé straně je proti ploše vzorku (1)
umístěno teplotní čidlo (10).
2.

Zařízení podle nároku 1, vyznačující se tím, že držáky (2, 3) jsou z křemičitého skla.

3.
Zařízení podle nároku 1, vyznačující se tím, že světelným zdrojem (7) je soustava LED
diod s různou vlnovou délkou uložená na otočném elementu (8).
35

4.
Zařízení podle nároku 1, vyznačující se tím, že chladičem (6) je mikroprocesorový
chladič.
5.
Zařízení podle nároku 1, vyznačující se tím, že vzdálenost teplotního čidla (10) od
povrchu vzorku (1) zkoušeného materiálu je maximálně 2 mm.

40

45

6.
Zařízení podle nároku 1, vyznačující se tím, že vestavěný modul dolního držáku (3)
k vyhodnocení vzdálenosti a generované síly odpovídající rozměrovým změnám materiálu
vzorku (1) je propojen s platformou termomechanického analyzátoru (4) pro krátkodobý,
dlouhodobý a cyklický záznam hodnoty změny rozměrů vzorku (1) a generované síly vlivem
světelné stimulace.
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